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The Safe Community concept was first introduced in 1970 at three accident-prone communities in
Sweden. After three years, the injury prevention plan reduced the number of incidents by 27%. In 1989,
the WHO set up the "WHO Collaborating Centre on Community Safety Promotion" in Sweden. The
Center emphasized the integration of community resources and the implementation of injury prevention
programs based on empirical research to reduce the risk of community incidents. Taiwan began
promoting safe communities in 2002 and by the end of 2011, 18 communities in 7 local counties and
cities had received International Safe Community certification.

Campus

Particular emphasis was placed on local features during community health development planning
and execution. A progressive approach was adopted, starting with community health evaluation,
definition of community priorities, and development and implementation of a community health
intervention plan. Community health development was set up on a grassroots level through closer
integration of the primary health team and community resources, as well as delegation to community
organizations. This enabled a community health culture reform movement with a broader scope
and more in-depth interface. There are currently around 400 community health development sites
throughout Taiwan that are continuing to engage in health promoting activities in local areas. The
promoting units include health clinics, hospitals, schools and community organizations with clinics and
hospitals accounting for one-third of all units.

Community

The health community in Taiwan has long been aware of the fact that community conditions,
department policies and human elements all have an influence on public health. As a result, during the
Taiwan Provincial Government period, the Department of Health set up community health promotion
committees in partnership with local leaders through the health clinics. Volunteers were also recruited
to discuss and promote local health issues. In 1996, Yilan County proposed the Community Healthbuilding 3-Year Plan based on the total community development model. In 1999, then-Department of
Health Minister Chan Chi-Shean launched the Community Health Development Project and received
the support of Chen Chin-Huang, President of the HsinKang Foundation of Culture and Education.
The Department of Health opened Taiwan's first "Community Health Development Center" in Chiayi
County's Singang Township, and a total of 50 community health development centers were eventually
setup throughout Taiwan. Using the five major actions for health promotion as proposed by the WHO
in the "Ottawa Charter on Health Promotion," community resources were systematically integrated
to launch a series of public and private initiatives. Internal and external community resources were
leveraged through community support and interest in health issues to encourage community residents
to pay attention to their own health. In this way, healthy behaviors were instilled into everyday life. The
partnership also developed visions for a healthy community and worked together to solve health issues
in the community.

Health development issues selected for promotion has been adjusted over the years in response
to epidemiological changes. Key issues in recent years included: healthy diet, healthy fitness, promoting
senior health, tobacco control, betel nut control, safe community, screening for 4 types of cancer (cervical
cancer, breast cancer, oral cancer and colorectal cancer), and obesity prevention.
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Taiwan is a society filled with compassion and charity that produced many heart-warming stories
worth telling during the process of developing healthy communities. Space constraints mean that we
can only introduce a few of the more successful cases. Nevertheless, we hope that the dedication of
the organizers and the enthusiasm of the general public will continue to inspire more creative health
development initiatives in the future.
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Care shown by
seniors is like an
intravenous drip
for seniors' hearts.

Tender Care and
Companionship for
Live Alone Seniors

Shin Kong Wu Ho-Su Memorial Hospital

H

ello, my name is Yang Hsiu-wen, a community nurse for Shin Kong Memorial Hospital. I
want to see you tomorrow. Are you available? If so, tomorrow we'll go to your place.”The
ﬁrst time that Yang spoke to Ms. Shen on the phone, she decided to visit the senior herself.
Over the past several years Shin Kong has promoted a community health building plan that
focuses on treating seniors' health problems. Previously the hospital conducted a survey on middleaged to elderly people in the Shilin District where it is located and found that seniors aged 65
and above made up one-ﬁfth of the area's population. Chronic diseases were common, including
cardiovascular problems, diabetes, and high-blood pressure. The worst part was that most of the
people did not understand their own health condition. In response, whenever people had the time
the hospital would send them into the community to visit these seniors to help them watch over
their health.
The day after Yang made the call, a Goodshepherd Church community worker accompanied
her on a visit to Shen's home. It was small, only about 5 or 6 ping large with a single bed and two
cabinets and a few boxes for Shen to organize her things. The remaining space was only enough
for two people to stand shoulder to shoulder, and on top of the cabinets were bottle after bottle
of medicine and some leftover food. Shen said she had lived in this home for decades and that
sometimes her neighbors would stop by to chat and she was getting along ﬁne. Contrary to Shen's
assessment, there was not enough light in the home, there were no handles on the walls to help her
move around, and nobody was there to care for her. Shen was also affected by numerous diseases
and was accustomed to taking all kinds of medicines. Her lifestyle was very worrying. Yang said
she and her colleagues would regularly come to visit, and Shen agreed by giving bashful smile.
Afterward Yang and her colleagues followed up on their promise, and on their visits they
assessed Shen's living environment and offered guidance. To walk around Shen relied on the wall
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deeply moved
that you all care
so much for
me”.
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for support, but Yang warned her to be careful and said she should use a walker. Even though Shen
stubbornly refused by saying it was too much trouble, Yang and her colleagues brought her a walker
and a commode chair. Later, a home attendant and church social workers discovered that Shen's
arms were very weak. This made Shen unable to use the walker, plus she had already fallen over
numerous times. Yang recommended that Shen apply for a rehab practitioner to make home visits to
help increase her leg strength, but Shen refused. She gave the same response when asked if she was
willing to live with her granddaughter, saying she did not want to be a burden.
Interactions like these took place over several months before the hospital contacted the
social workers and home attendant. Together they gained approval from the landlord and Shen's
granddaughter for the long-term care center to make improvements to Shen's living environment that
would reduce the chances of her falling. To rent or borrow the necessary equipment they contacted
Genesis, Huashan, and Renan social welfare foundations, and they helped Shen find a free fourwheel walker. This solved the problem of Shen not having enough strength in her arms to lift her old
walker. It was then discovered that Shen's right arm was even weaker than her left arm. To stand up
and put on her pants after going to the bathroom was difﬁcult and put her at risk of falling. Everyone
thought about how to solve this problem and decided that the attendant could sew a cloth ring onto
Shen's pants that she could pull using her left hand to fasten her pants. This also meant that she only
needed one hand to do the job, making it less likely to fall when going to the bathroom.
Shen's story is just one of many involving the care Shin Kong Memorial Hospital shows to
seniors in the community, and it is just one of many services the hospital provides. In Hudong,
Fujia, and Lanhsing community centers it held classes to teach middle-aged and senior citizens folk
dancing, aerobics, and cycling, also inviting family members to join. The hospital produced workout
DVDs and tapes, so seniors could do simple exercises at home, and to encourage healthier diets with
more fruits and vegetables it held DIY healthy food-tasting activities and invited a nutritionist to give
individual advice. As a further incentive the hospital encouraged middle-aged and senior citizens to
join its Resident Health Card program. Whenever they get vaccinated, take a cancer screening test,
get screened for one of the“three highs,”participate in a health lecture or health promotion activity,
or get assistance from a health maintenance volunteer, they can accrue points on their card. These
points can be used for free clinical registration at Taipei municipal hospitals or other beneﬁts.
If you want to know whether the activities and programs described above were successful, the
best people to ask are neighborhood chiefs. Hudong's chief
Kuo said:“I want to thank Shin Kong Memorial Hospital
for its social work and subsidies. Seniors in the community
now have healthier habits and the number of people who are
willing to exercise has definitely increased.”Zhongcheng
chief Tseng said:“We have held health talks, taken them
many places for entertainment, the activity center has ordered
many books, newspapers, and magazines, and there is chess
and go that they come to play. Taking care of seniors doesn't
necessarily mean that you have to hold many activities. It's
enough if you just truly care for them. I want to thank the
hospital for its support and assistance.”
Shin Kong has made the future bright for seniors in the
community.
Ms. Shen: “I'm
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Seniors ate
nutritious
meals to make
sure they
stayed healthy.

Springtime for Soniors
Guanghua Community in Changhua's Ehrshui Township

B

orn in 1926, Wang Jun-chiueh is already 86 years old, but her body remains strong and she is
full of energy. She does not look anything like a grandmother.
“My body used to be in very bad shape. Then I started doing Tai Chi Chuan with the
community teacher and it got a little better,”Wang said. She could not help but add these heartfelt
words:“If my husband exercised, too, maybe he would not have died so early.”
Wang's regret is not without reason. When she was young, she and her husband were
physically strong and used this trait to work hard, never thinking much about how important their
health was. As they slowly grew older, they began to have all kinds of ailments but paid them no
heed. It was only when she began to help take care of her grandson that Wang noticed her body
had become stiff and rigid. In particular during winter her wrist and elbow were sore and hurt. She
visited Chinese and Western medicine clinics but nobody could ﬁnd the cause.
Then her husband passed away. Wang was devastated, her face covered in tears every day. She
herself was having trouble surviving as her health deteriorated. Then came a turning point. Town
hall invited community seniors to study Tai Chi Chuan and she agreed to try it, after being urged
on by her friends. She quickly developed an interest and soon had left the depression following
her husband's death behind. The most amazing part about the classes was after four or ﬁve years
of studying, the arm ailments that had bothered her for years went away. Her circulation improved
and she became much happier.
Wang is not the only example a person in the village who improved his or her health. This
traditional township village is an aged society, with 16.6 percent of the population 65 years old
or above. Therefore, senior health problems are of the utmost importance. To make seniors in
the community more interested in exercising, the Erhshui Health Center cooperated with local
community development associations, village chiefs, and volunteers to launch a series of plans
called the“Battle to Rescue Health.”
First, considering intimacy and convenience, the center founded exercise meeting points in
Chintzi Park and Erhshui Elementary School, two places frequented by seniors. These points gave
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the seniors a chance to freely stretch their muscles. The center also regularly invited experts to the
community to teach about topics that are important to seniors, including exercise, eating right, and
avoiding falls.
Next, the center wanted to give seniors greater motivation to exercise by making sure they
had someone by their side to share the experience. It asked volunteers who were in the habit of
going on walks to serve as organizers and then invited seniors to join walks. In addition, it asked
organizations with experience in Tai Chi Chuan and Wai Tan Kung to hold events. Soon, exercise
no longer was a boring, arduous task. Instead, it was an activity people could join to enhance
interpersonal relations.
Another step the center took was designing the Guanghua Community Health Card. Every time
the seniors attended an exercise activity, the organizer put a stamp on the card to make a record
of how many times each week the seniors exercised. As long as the seniors exercised at least
three times per week and 12 times per month they could get a gift, like an activated carbon towel,
10-grain rice, or a soft-tip toothbrush.
The center and the community association also placed great value on nutrition. They invited
nutritionists to design handouts called“Daily Healthy Diet”and“The Importance of a Balanced
Diet,”providing these for free to seniors 65 and above to post in a prominent place in their homes
as a reminder. In addition, the center and
association occasionally provided free health
dishes so the seniors could try delicious,
healthy meals themselves. After eating these
meals many of the seniors were filled with
praise and said that they would prepare the
same kinds of meals once they got home.
After several months of offering these
programs for eating right and exercising,
the percentage of seniors in the community
who exercised rose from 33.3 to 57.8. Also
the percentage of seniors who ate at least
Working out with
three plates of vegetables per day went up by
instructors made
the seniors more
11.54 percent, and the percentage eating at least two servings of fruit went up
physically fit.
by 11.39 percent. Everyone who took part was very excited to achieve results
like this in such a short time. Chang Shi-kuan, who just a few years ago had
returned to Erhshui after retiring, said:
“After coming back to Erhshui and seeing that my father's complexion and body were
healthier than mine, I started valuing exercise and nutrition. Now, every morning I spend half an
hour practicing Tai Chi Chuan and stretching with the community instructors, and every night I
do a 30-minute health walk. My blood sugar and uric acid values have already returned to normal.
I truly want to thank the health center volunteers and the community development association
for all the hard work they put into caring for us older people. I hope that all seniors in Guanghua
Community become even healthier!”
Chang's wish is shared by everyone in Guanghua.
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Making Prosperity
Possible
Changhua's Lugang Nanshih Community Development Association

E

arly morning on a spring day the weather was cool, but at an activity center in Changhua
the mood was steaming. Community seniors wearing bright clothes were taking part in one
activity after another, giving their all to rehearsing dance. It was an eye-catching scene, like a
rainbow shooting forth rays of light. The seniors were preparing for the once-a-year Senior Health
Vitality Show.
Community volunteer Yeh Li-feng said:“The care points organize many activities for seniors,
but these seniors don't just want to be happy, they want to get up on stage and show everyone that
they're happy. To help them achieve this dream, we taught them simple sing-along moves. Then,
whenever there was a festival or a temple event, we'd sign them up to perform. For example, we
registered them for this Senior Health Vitality Show because they requested it. They work really
hard and take the initiative to practice every day, rain or shine.”
The seniors in Nanshih Community have always been brimming with energy and enthusiasm,
in large part because the Nanshih Community Development Association has been promoting
community health building for years. In this small, traditional community, there are three
basketball courts, two health walking paths, and two croquet courts. Facilities like these have
helped people to develop good exercise habits. To satisfy the needs of seniors, the association
planned a jogging path and an ecological pond health walking route that accommodate an average
of 50 to 100 people every week. It also formed health walking, croquet, and youth basketball clubs
and teams, along with dance classes for women. Each of these groups has been well received
among local residents.
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Ever since Nanshih established its community care points in 2005, Yeh Li-feng has been a
volunteer. She joined many volunteer training sessions held by the association, learning about
techniques for leading health promotion activities, methods to care for people's health, physical
fitness tests, and ways to prevent falls. Along the way, Yeh became more familiar with seniors
in the community and more compassionate toward them. Every morning she leads a group of
seniors in aerobic exercises and then on a health walk. As a community nutrition leader, she also
frequently holds“New Healthy Cooking Ideas”and“Healthy Eating”classes at the association to
teach people how to make their own nutritious foods. Yeh cares for seniors in the community as if
they were part of her family.
Nevertheless, it took patience and willpower to convince these seniors to get out of the house
and exercise.“At first nobody wanted to come. They would say their legs were weak so they
couldn't go on a health walk, or that they lost all their agility with age so they weren't able to do
any aerobics. They had all kinds of excuses,”association director Hsu Chia-chong said with a
smile that was mixed with a bit of despair.“So every morning I went door-to-door, inviting these
seniors to come out and walk. It really was door-to-door. After some time I ﬁgured out that I no
longer needed to push people because they were going out on their own. It was then I knew that all
the hard work I put in wasn't in vain.”
Seniors in the area began to have more smiles on their faces and their bodies became more
robust. One of them was Hong Ching-hsiang, who said seeing a“333”exercise poster and a sign
recommending less fatty, less salty food was what led her to start thinking more about health and
to enter the association's health walking club.“I'm the kind of person who didn't like to exercise
because I was fat and not agile,”she said.“If I just moved a bit I started to sweat uncontrollably
and became short of breath. But once I started health walking my breathing improved and my body
wasn't sore all the time.”What surprised Hong the most though was learning in the“New Healthy
Cooking Ideas”class that losing weight is not just about eating less, it is also about eating right.
Now she boils her vegetables, does not eat much meat, and walks every morning. She is delighted
to see that she has begun losing weight.
Numerous health activities and caring volunteers keep camaraderie alive among the seniors
in Nanshih. Sometimes you see the volunteers busy to no end, and then some
of the seniors rush over to make
sure they are doing alright.
This sincere warmth and caring
deeply moves the volunteers. It
is like Yeh Li-feng often says:
“Caring for the seniors of today
is like treasuring the you of
tomorrow.”The hard work by the
Nanshih Community Development
Association allows us to see that
health is what makes prosperity
possible.
A community
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Seniors who joined
health activities
gave big smiles.

Bone Density
Exercises for 100%
Health

Tainan's Jiali District Health Center

P

rominently standing out on a colorful playing ﬁeld were the words“5 Servings of Fruits and
Vegetables and More Exercise, Every Day.”On this hot day the mood at Tainan's Care Center
was also steaming because the building was packed with seniors from the community. Seeing them
diligently perform Chia Ko-lang opera and Yuanji dance brought thundering applause from the
audience. Soon they were using soup spoons to carry ping pong balls and straws to pass on rubber
bands in relay races that trained their arm muscles and balance. The mood was very lively.
These activities were part of a conference to announce results of the Community Plan to
Promote Seniors' Health, a 2010 cooperative venture undertaken by the Jiali District Health Center
and the Bureau of Social Affairs. In this aged farming community, more than 20 percent of the
population is 65 years or above, and there are over 30 seniors who live alone in desperate need
of outside attention and care. The purpose of this joint plan was to combine the strength of health
center and community volunteers to carry out residential visits, care calls, medical and health talks,
health promotion activities, and fun health events to let seniors know that the community cares.
For years volunteers at the Care Center have been leaders when it comes to providing
assistance to seniors. One of the unique characteristics of these volunteers is that their age tends to
be high, making it normal to see seniors helping other seniors. It creates a wonderful atmosphere,
but no matter how hard these seniors work, there are times where they are helpless. Once an

elderly person fell and, after staying in intensive care for a few days, was sent to a regular room to
recover. Volunteers planned to go through Tainan County government's Bureau of Social Affairs
long-term care center to help the family apply for residential service to lighten their load. But
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then several days passed and the family said they did not have time to care for the patient and had
decided to instead use a nursing home. All the volunteers could do was sigh.
After hearing of other, similar incidents, the Jiali District Health Center decided to take
action. Emphasizing prevention instead of treatment, it began holding classes on exercise and
nutrition that were directed at seniors.
Everyone
Through eating habits and physical
happily took a
commemorative
ﬁtness improvements, the seniors became
picture at the
conference to
healthier. The classes provided valuable
announce plan
achievements.
information on a wide range of topics
including physical health, proper diet,
mental health, senior fall prevention
and health maintenance. The health
center also sent workers to seniors'
homes to install anti-slip pads to prevent
accidents, and it carried out regular
visits and inspections. Seniors were
deeply touched by the wide range of
caring, compassionate policies.
To understand the value behind the Community Plan to Promote Seniors' Health, just ask
75-year-old Chen Hsiu-mei, a Care Center volunteer. She is old, but remains physically ﬁt and is
able to help people with mobility problems eat and move around in their wheelchair, while chatting
with them about how things are going. Chen is fortunate to have no major health problems at her
age, but she still has numerous minor ailments to contend with, none of which she paid much
attention to When the health center decided to hold classes on exercise and nutrition for seniors,
Chen volunteered to organize them. After spending weeks in class with doctors, nutritionists, and
trainers, many of her views on health changed dramatically:
“I always thought that my body was in good shape, but then I took these classes and realized
the importance of daily exercise and eating five servings of fruits and vegetables. I tried these
things and after several months found that my body really was different. Not only did my insomnia
improve, but the soreness and pain in my knees reduced.”Chen now works hard to develop a
health and ﬁtness plan for herself and spreads the message about the health beneﬁts of exercise and
eating ﬁve servings of fruits and vegetables to other seniors in the community. In addition, she has
encouraged many of her friends to join her in taking bone density exercise classes offered at the
Care Center. What makes Chen such an effective proponent of these health and nutrition messages
is that she not only helps with the programs but is also a direct beneﬁciary.
During a ceremony to mark the end of a round of classes, Chen gave a moving speech in
which she thanked the health center for its health activities and the value it placed on seniors who
had been largely ignored in the past. She said:“By helping us to get out into the community, the
health center has made our bodies and minds healthier and given us newfound energy. This is most
fortunate for us seniors.”
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Community Members
Fulfill Community
Dreams
Neihu Safety and Health Promotion Association

“

I

t's really bad. Ms. Wang from next door fell near a metro construction site. It sounds like she
fractured her thigh bone. She has already been sent to the emergency room.”
When David Ong received this emergency call from association colleague, he sighed and then
rushed to the hospital to visit Ms. Wang.
This was just one of many incidents over the past several months. When construction began
on the Neihu branch of the Taipei Metro, fences around work zones extended into car lanes,
eliminating pedestrian walkways in the process. Few people know where to walk. Sometimes
they crossed a road pressed against a fence, having to keep a close eye out for cars, scooters,
scaffolding, and even equipment that could fall. Dangers were all around.
Concerned about community safety, David Ong formed the Neihu Safety and Health
Promotion Association in 2004. As president of the non-profit organization, Ong relies on
outside donations and compassionate volunteers to help his efforts to build a safe, healthy, and
comfortable community. Projects the association has undertaken include improvements to old
pedestrian walkways that were too narrow, clearing paths of shops and scooters, and handling
construction agencies that start work without warning signs. Association members ask volunteers
and neighborhood chiefs to inspect for unsafe places as they work to bring accidents and injuries
to a minimum. So far their achievements have been remarkable, even helping Neihu designated as
an international safe community.
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Despite the association's efforts, when metro construction was underway, damage to roads was
serious. Large and small potholes caused many accidents, angering residents. Ong worried deeply
every time he heard a bad story, like that of Ms. Chen falling nearing a work site or Mr. Wang
getting hit by a scooter while he was using a temporary crosswalk.
“Safety ideas can't be seen. It always seems like an accident needs to happen before we realize
that a place isn't safe.”Ong said this idea made him decide to do something to improve safety
around metro work zone fences. He wanted to turn this“dark transportation period”into a“happy
wait.”
To solve these problems, in 2008 the association carried out a survey and based on the results,
invited the metro's East District Project Ofﬁce, the Neihu Precinct, and junior high and elementary
schools in the district to propose short- and mid-term strategies for building a culture of safety in
metro construction. Using the association as a base, a group of community members who cared
deeply about safety and were passionate about the public good began to gather. Focusing on
Neihu Road Section 1, Wende Road, Kangning Road Section 3, Donghu Road, and Chenggong
Road Sections 4 and 5, they looked at the environment surrounding metro work zone fencing,
equipment, and signs while also evaluating walkways and pedestrian bridges. Altogether they
found over 200 safety problems, returning to each area to compile safety inspections. Data were
summarized, counted, and analyzed before ﬁnal reports were drafted. These were sent to relevant
units with requests for improvements.
Early on, the association was not sure if these agencies would respond. But after metro
construction units received a list of 150 unsafe areas that needed to be improved, they quickly
repaired 146 of them. A rough estimate shows that the number of people who visited the hospital
after falling near construction sites dropped by 69 compared to the previous year. There were 58
less cases of vehicular injury. These numbers show the
association's work was not in vain.
Even more inspiring was that improvements to
the environment surrounding metro construction
sites led residents to understand the importance of
participating in community projects. Now, whenever
there was a walkway, pedestrian bridge, school,
shopping center, park, or any other construction project
with safety concerns, residents passed information on
to the association. They said they were happy to serve
as volunteers and work toward improving community
safety.
Ong said:“We've always felt that community
issues should be solved by community members, and
Volunteers
community members should also be the ones to fulfill
inspected and
recorded unsafe
the community's dreams.”Today those dreams have
roads.
been realized, and a ﬂag ﬂies over Neihu that proclaims
the district to be a safe community. It represents not only
pride for Neihu but also contains the voices and strength of people coming together.
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Mayor William Lai
presided over the
launching ceremony
of the Emergency
Call Notification
System.

An Unfinished Dream
of Community Safety
M

Tainan South District's Jinhwa Community Development Association

ore than 10 scholars and experts from America, Japan, Korea, and Thailand made a special
visit to Jinhwa Neighborhood in Tainan South District on April 11, 2011. They were there to
join Mayor William Lai in launching the neighborhood's new, 24-hour Emergency Call Notiﬁcation
System, the ﬁrst of its kind in the country. The system installs an emergency button in the homes or
on the mobile phones of people who need extra care. Whenever an emergency occurs, users just need
to press a red button and within one minute the alert center contacts two emergency personnel and
coordinates two-way communications. If the green button is pressed, after receiving the information
the community service center immediately calls to conﬁrm and handle any situation.
Jinhwa has spent years working on its safety plan and was the ﬁrst community in the country
to create such a plan using a community network model. To ensure effectiveness, Jinhwa complied
with many standards laid out at the Asia Safe Community Network workshop, including preventing
injury from deliberate actions; disaster prevention and care for the disadvantaged; trafﬁc, recreation,
and sport safety; and safety in public areas, kindergartens, campuses, and the home. In 2010,
the WHO Collaborating Center on Community Safety Promotion recognized Jinhwa's efforts by
designating it as an International Safe Community. Much of the credit for this achievement goes to
Jinhwa Neighborhood chief Ke Kun-cheng, who is also the chairman of the Jinhwa Safe Community
Promotion Committee.
In the 20-plus years that Ke has been the neighborhood chief, he has been leading local residents
in community building efforts. Together, they have effected major changes in the living environment:
parks are clean, vegetable beds are lush, the cultural center is ﬁlled with art. These characteristics
have made Jinhwa a model community in Tainan, a name recognized all over the country, and
a popular destination for officials from Taiwan and abroad who want to learn about Jinhwa's
achievements. Nevertheless, Ke was not satisfied. Once he was on a long trip and happened to
see a newspaper article about Taipei's Neihu District being recognized as an International Safe
Community. The article described the process Neihu used to prevent accident-related injuries and the
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program's achievements. Ke had a realization:“Only then did I understand that our past community
building work focused on beautifying the environment and building a better landscape. We had
ignored the most fundamental part of living -- safety. This was the motivation to move toward
developing a safe community.”
Jinhwa decided to change direction, rely on its extensive community building experience. First,
Ke let community leaders organize administrative, police, ﬁreﬁghting, and medical units, spurring
residents on to promote safety. Improvements were made based on monitoring of accident-related
injuries in the community and suggestions from residents of problematic areas. The neighborhood
published the Jinhwa Community -- Safe Community Study Passport, which included information
on caring for the elderly and children, home safety, and fire and disaster prevention. In addition,
it established a platform to study and share ideas on building a safe environment and making
public affairs safe. This platform received city-wide support and provided more valuable ideas and
information on safe communities that could be incorporated into Jinhwa's own building efforts.
Within just a few years, the accident rate in the community fell by about half.
Safety planning in Jinhwa was extensive and its efforts were praised by community members
and outside organizations, but even that was not enough to keep unfortunate incidents at bay. Within
ﬁve years there were three seniors who died while alone at home, their bodies decomposing by the
time neighbors found them. Each time this happened Ke became ﬁlled with sorrow, and when it is
mentioned today his emotions still get the better of him.“From that time forward I began thinking
even harder about how I could help disadvantaged community members.”
Ke and his colleagues thought long and hard before finally devising a plan. They decided
to create a list they called the“Support Register,”consisting of weak seniors and people of low
mobility. Whenever there was a disaster, the community disaster support team would be responsible
for rescuing people on the register first. They also established a health protection volunteer team
to assist disaster preparation teams during evacuations. Every Monday through Friday the disaster
prevention volunteers made home visits, and they often held evacuation drills. In addition, Ke
formed an adopt-a-household program, which involved getting residents to watch over neighbors
with disabilities or seniors living alone. The purpose of these programs was to let community
residents help one another, and Ke tried to make sure everyone was accounted for under the program
so tragedy would not happen again.
Launch of the Emergency Call
Notification System represented the
completion of a long-term vision Ke had,
but he knew that installing emergency care
and rescue buttons would not be enough to
bring accidents to zero. Instead, the buttons
were the best way to ensure that rescuers
immediately learned about accidents,
helping them to reduce injuries to a
minimum. Ke still has numerous visions
for how he wants to improve community
safety, many of which are underway.
Caring for seniors
is a vital part of
For the sake of his community, Ke will
Jinhwa's safety
efforts.
continue moving forward.
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The coast guard
encouraged
fishermen to wear
lifejackets.

Unity Leads to
Community Safety
Improvements

F

Fengbin Township Health Station

or many residents of Fengbin Township, the date of Nov. 8, 2010 is memorable because it is
when the collaborating center of the World Health Organization designated the town as an
international safe community for the second time.
How is it that Fengbin, a remote town of just over 5,000 people, was able to unite and achieve
a standard that is even respected by international organizations?
Fengbin is on the east coast of Taiwan and 76 percent of its residents are aboriginal. It lacks
resources, employment is difﬁcult to ﬁnd, and information isn't well developed, factors that lead
to problems with improving residents' health and preventing accidents. To execute a community
safety plan, the secretary-general of the Taiwanese Injury Prevention and Safety Promotion
Association, Professor Pai Lu, gathered ofﬁcials from Mennonite Christian Hospital, the Hualien
County Health Bureau, and Fengbin Township Ofﬁce to establish the Fengbin Community Safety
Promotion Center. Work carried out by the center included preventing accidents among infants and
children, encouraging safety on school campuses and water zones, advancing health among seniors
living on their own, preventing poisonous snake bites among farmers, and teaching farmers how to
safety use pesticides.
Early on, few people thought the plan would work. They felt that trying to turn Fengbin into
a safe community was far too difﬁcult of a task, until a major breakthrough came in May 2003.
Encouraged by Liu Guei-ying and a group of passionate local women, residents formed the
Fengbin Safe Community Volunteer Team. The team was active in safety promotion and injury
prevention, gradually giving Fengbin a whole new image.
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For water safety, volunteers warned people not to engage in water activities alone and carried
out inspections of safety signs and lifejackets. Together with the ﬁre department they did lifeguard
training, and they got the Coast Guard Administration to strengthen patrols of dangerous sea
zones and improve warnings given to fishermen. To prevent burns, volunteers visited homes to
give safety advice and inquired after homes with children. For traffic safety, in accident prone
areas they strengthened prohibitions and guards while making sure residents carried out regular
inspections on their vehicles and all farm vehicles had reflective tape on the front and back. In
addition, they provided trafﬁc safety education.
Of course, not all the work went smoothly. Persuading other residents to join was especially
difﬁcult. Commenting on the popularity of white-water refting in the area, Pai Lu once said that
early on in the campaign they visited rafting operators to ask them to contribute to safety measures,
but the operators kicked them out! But further negotiations led the operators to understand the
importance of marking danger zones. They began adding signage to areas with dangerous currents,
and they improved their boat equipment and
lifejackets, even earning a design patent in the
process. These changes improved business for
the operators while making their customers
safer.
After these changes were implemented,
the number of drownings and burns in
Fengbin decreased and, at one point, traffic
accidents fell to zero. Residents were
delighted, and in 2005 a collaborating
center of the World Health Organization
made Fengbin Taiwan's first community
Rafting operators
designed a
to be designated as an international safe
safety poster for
tourist reference.
community. It is just like the Asian chair of
the WHO community safety promotion organization, Dr. Leif Svanstrom said:
“Promoting safety cannot rely only on money. Even more important is that people
work together. Fengbin Township proposed many excellent plans and achieved great results, and
now it can serve as a standard for others trying to improve community safety.”
Being recognized as a safe community, however, did not mean that residents could relax. Every
ﬁve years, the WHO redoes the tests. In 2010, Fengbin Township reapplied to the collaborating
center of the WHO. Measures that again gained the organization's approval included training a
professional landslide rescue crew, improving the community disaster alert system, making the
community domestic violence and suicide prevention center easier to use, and establishment of a
rescue station at Hsiuguluan Creek.
Fengbin relied on hard work rather than luck to be recognized twice as a safe community.
When it received its second award, the director of the Fengbin Safe Community and Health
Promotion Association, Liu Jing-fang, said:“I want to thank everyone for their help volunteering.
Their love of this beautiful environment and these adorable residents led them to dedicate
themselves to this community. Only through their efforts were we able to achieve these preliminary
results ... We hope to continue working together to build an even more beautiful, simple, and safe
community.”
They truly have achieved their goal.
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Standing
Guard with Love
Yilan's Dongshan Township Health Center

I

n the past, when I showered and crouched down, there were many times when I couldn't get
back up. Sometimes the chair wasn't be fixed properly. I'd be soaping myself and the chair
slipped, and I'd follow,”Ms. Lin said while shaking her head before continuing,“But ever since I
got this good helper I haven't fallen again.”
The“good helper”that Lin referred to is a new grab bar installed in her bathroom. Lin is a
senior who lives alone in Yilan County's Dongshan Township. Before, when she fell and help was
not nearby, it was disastrous. This happened to her seven or eight times in just one year. The local
health center evaluated Lin's home and decided it was not safe for her to live alone without safety
features in the bathroom. The center wanted to install grab bars, but Lin was opposed. Stubbornly,
she would say:“My arms and legs are fine, why would you want to install this sort of thing?
People would think I'm too old to do anything anymore.”
However, Lin had another severe fall in the shower, and this time around her could not stand
on the sidelines any longer. After a great deal of effort, the neighborhood chief ﬁnally convinced
her to let the center install the grab bar. She has not fallen, since then, and her example allowed
many seniors living alone to understand the advantages of grab bars. They let down their
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defenses and asked the health center to also work on their bathrooms. By utilizing donations from
businesses, the center installed grab bars in 12 homes with seniors, leading the rate of injuries
caused by falls among the elderly to fall from 33 to 8 percent. The center's hard work combined
with the compassion of local residents lowered the risk of falling for local residents and was a big
reason why Dongshan was designated as an international safe community.
Community safety involves lifestyles and the relationships between people, while success is
dependent on taking care of details. In Dongshan there were always some seniors who were never
satisﬁed, but behind their complaints were usually calls for support. Health center workers relied
on soft encouragements and gestures, like offering a night light and reminding seniors to turn it on
at night so they would not fall when going to the bathroom.
Another step the center took was to cover sharp corners on chairs and tables in homes where
grandparents were caring for their grandchildren. Netting was installed in stairwell cracks just in
case anyone ever were to fall. Early on, many people did not appreciate the help because they did
not want to admit that their homes were unsafe. Then, news reports emerged of a child falling from
the stairs and being saved because of netting installed by a volunteer. Suddenly, putting netting in
stairwell cracks became a trend, and more people began to focus on making their homes safe.
Dongshan is a farming community, so the majority of its residents are in the agriculture
industry. Many of the farmers thought that having been working for so long, so that they can rely
on experience rather than knowledge, which leads to some safety misconceptions. They might use
pesticides improperly or even accidentally consume them. To improve the situation, the health
center held a series of classes on farm safety, to train experts who could then spread information
about safe farm techniques. In addition, the department took action to improve pesticide labels and
make sure that farmers knew how to recycle and manage the chemicals along with proper storage
of safety equipment. The accident rate quickly fell and community members began feeling more at
ease.
Apart from eliminating dangers in the home and at work, the health center wanted to make
sure tourists were safe. Yilan's wonderful scenery has always been a favorite of tourists, but heavy
rain makes walking paths wet and slippery. People who are not careful can easily fall. To prevent
such accidents, the center worked with the Bureau of Forestry to spread wood chips over walking
paths. The chips not only absorbed moisture
but also eased the impact on hikers' knees,
improvements greatly appreciated by tourists.
Dongshan is a suburban community with
clouds and picturesque mountains in the
background. Sun rays shine on the ﬁelds and
intermingle with coconut trees, diligently
standing guard over the people who live
here and have deep love for the land. It is a
safe community and deﬁnitely a worthwhile
place for more people to come visit.
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The Head Nurse's
Aspiration
Taoyuan's Longtan Min-Sheng Hospital

I

n Longtan Township, there seems to be a betel nut stand at every interchange or city corner,
most of them run by beautiful young women. This causes the township to consistently have a
high betel nut chewing population. Township mayor Yeh Fa-hai knows the dangers of betel nut
-- he is lucky to be alive after suffering from a case of oral cancer. Yeh worries deeply that other
people in his township will come down with a similar disease, so when he heard that Min-Sheng
Hospital was encouraging betel nut-free communities, he gave his full support.
It was a little over a year ago when hospital ofﬁcials visited Mayor Yeh and the chairman and
deputy chairman of the township council to tell them about their plan. Yeh immediately said he
would help, and everyone decided to have head nurse Tseng Guei-hsiang lead the task force aimed
at getting people to quit chewing.
We asked Tseng about how her hospital helps people quit betel nut. She said they use a
comprehensive plan, including classes to help people quit, training for volunteers, and large-scale
lectures and promotions. Hospital workers visit workplaces, communities, and schools to make
sure the message reaches everyone. This kind of work seems straightforward, but there are many
details that make it both energy and time consuming. Tseng, however, is not easily intimidated, and
she is energetic and conﬁdent when it comes to preventing betel nut use. She never seems to tire
because she is fueled by a deep regret that is related to betel nut.
For years Tseng looked up to a woman who we will refer to as Ms. Huang. When Huang was
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young, she opened a karaoke, and for a long
time she worked nights and slept days. At one
point, somebody told her that she could be
more awake and alert by chewing betel nut,
and that if she only chewed the nut and not any
of the additives, she would not get cancer.
There was a betel nut stand near the
Volunteers
entrance of her karaoke that Huang
learned how
to explain the
frequented. She chewed for 30 years
dangers of betel
nut.
before she came down with tongue
cancer. Luckily, surgery saved her, but
the cancer left her jaw out of alignment and damaged what had
been a pretty face. Tseng was devastated to see such a thing happen to someone she loved.
Huang's misfortune led Tseng to have extra compassion for cancer patients. To prevent others
from contracting the disease, she worked with her colleagues to contact betel nut chewers who had
done oral cancer screening tests at Min-Sheng Hospital. They called these people and asked about
their plans to quit chewing, inviting them to attend classes on quitting. Moreover, the classes they
conducted were longer than usual, typically lasting about six months to further help participants
overcome their addiction.
Six months later, achievements were announced for the ﬁrst group to join the quit betel nut
classes. Out of 12 participants, four gave up the habit entirely, and they were recognized for
their achievement at a Min-Sheng Hospital anniversary celebration. At the event, the hospital
announced its achievements over the past six months. These included working with village and
neighborhood chiefs and community groups to hold lectures on oral cancer, making posters on the
dangers of betel nut, and conducting over 1,000 community and workplace oral cancer screenings.
Lectures on quitting betel nut were held at numerous workplaces, including one for the Longtan
sanitation crew, and agreement was reached on managing betel nut cessation. The hospital also
worked with local health ofﬁcials to visit Shuanglong and Delong elementary schools to conduct
activities related to opposing betel nut, including a creative badge competition. Hundreds of people
joined these events.
Min-Sheng Hospital's success at getting people to quit using betel nut has been recognized by
many schools, companies, and other organizations. The Longtan Farmers' Association, Lingyun
Junior High, and the TYBus's Longtan Depot are included among those who have asked the
hospital to hold betel nut prevention activities. What makes Tseng Guei-hsiang most happy,
however, is that through her help and that of volunteers at the hospital, Ms. Huang overcame
her cancer and happily contributes to the hospital's quit betel nut activities, visiting villages and
farmers' associations to talk about betel nut's dangers. She truly is a caring, enthusiastic volunteer.
“Ms. Huang cared deeply about her beauty. When I see her willing to take off her surgical
mask and let people see how her face has changed, I'm truly moved,”Tseng said. She hopes Huang
can serve as an example to others so they can understand the ravages of betel nut and avoid taking
the same path.
This is Tseng's greatest hope as she works to create a betel nut-free community.
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No More Lost Smiles
Nantou's Jhushan Show Chwan Memorial Hospital
“

I

was really shocked to see the video about what Mr. Wu went through when quitting betel nut.
He had such a big depression in his face, and so many of his teeth were gone that you couldn't
tell when he was smiling. I don't know if I could take it. If I were like him and lost my smile
forever, what could I do?”
“Shuishun”is the assumed name of a Jhushan Township sanitation worker who watched The
Lost Smile, a documentary to encourage people to stop chewing betel nut. It describes the story of
Wu Feng-yuan, whose betel nut habit led to a severe case of oral cancer. Now Wu warns people
not to play games with their life. Shuishun was deeply moved, especially by the end where Wu
said:“Life is lovely.”He decided that he had to give up betel nut and began attending classes for
quitting at Show Chwan Memorial Hospital, following encouragement from his manager, Mr.
Chen.
The hospital is located in Nantou's Jhushan, the No. 1 township in the county for growing betel
nut and for the betel nut industry. It has been offering such classes for years and they are necessary
-- the township's oral cancer rate is second in the county. The hospital entrance has stickers and
posters reminding people that they are not allowed to chew betel nut inside, and the hospital holds
talks on preventing oral cancer in conjunction with community health center activities geared
toward preventing betel nut harm. Rules also clearly state that no employee of the hospital can
chew betel nut while on the premises, a clause that is included in contracts of outsourced drivers,
cleaners, and cafeteria workers. Even taxi drivers who enter hospital property are advised to stop
chewing.
Also, the hospital does not stop where its property ends. It has expanded its classes into the
workplace, starting with a team of workers in the sanitation business, a profession known for
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having many avid betel nut chewers. Analysis by the hospital showed that over half of the team
consisted of middle-aged workers who undertook a new career or foreigner laborers. Many did not
heed their health and were avid betel nut chewers, so trying to persuade them to give up betel nut
was a tough assignment.
Luckily, the head of the sanitation team
was a compassionate man. Mr. Chen had
seen many members of his team acquire oral
diseases after chewing betel nut. He knew
the affect that just one person losing his
health and ability to earn a living could have
on a family, and he didn't want to see any
more of his colleagues suffer. Chen
told the hospital he was very willing
A person taking
the class talked
to cooperate, and with the hospital's
about his
experiences
help, made three rules: 1, All team
quitting betel nut.
members, whether they chewed
or not, would have to attend the betel
nut prevention classes; 2, Team members had to sign an agreement guaranteeing that they would
not smoke or chew betel nut at work or during working hours. Violators would be punished; 3, A
system of awards and punishments was put into place. If any local resident complained that team
members were chewing betel nut during working hours, the offending parties would be punished.
Could these new rules and punishments be accepted by team members accustomed to freedom?
When the classes were nearing an end and The Lost Smile video was shown, the team could
hardly believe how vivid and bloody the effects of chewing betel nut could be. The secretary of the
Jhushan town hall also appeared and described his experiences with oral cancer contracted from
chewing. Team members were shocked -- after learning the damage that betel nut could cause, they
decided that they too wanted to drop the habit.
The problem is that once a person is hooked, it is really hard to stop. Shuishun had been
chewing 80 pieces of betel nut a day. When he first stopped, he said he felt like hell. His teeth
were sore, and questions or laughs from people who saw him were hard to bear. Shuishun said:
“The doctor and the teacher said that when I couldn't stand it anymore, I could chew gum or dried
konnyaku, or I could try changing activities to divert my attention.”After several weeks passed,
one day Shuishun discovered that when other people offered him betel nut, he was not interested.
Time passed and he suddenly realized that he had already succeeded in quitting. With a look of
satisfaction on his face, Shuishun said:“Now my wife loves me even more.”
Not all members of the Jhushan sanitation team have quit betel nut, but 13 have reduced
consumption by 15 to 30 percent and 2 have given up the habit completely. The number who are
willing to try quitting rose from 27 percent before the classes to 60 percent after. These results
greatly pleased Show Chwan Memorial Hospital and the team's manager.
When it comes to health, people cannot rely on just luck. Care and attention are also very
important. Seeing Shuishun's face let us know that he will never lose that smile and can use it in
the wonderful days he has ahead.
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Keep Betel Nut Away,
Keep Health Close
Yunlin's Dounan Health Center

H

ey, A-long, did you have any betel nut today? You did, how many pieces? Three, that's fewer
than before. Good job and keep up the good work.”
Lin Shu-yi's greeting made A-long feel a bit odd. The deliveryman scratched his head a few
times, bashfully said he would, and then left the health center to continue his work.
Lin is the head nurse at the Dounan Township Health Center in Yunlin County. As a
professional nurse, she understands the hazards of betel nut and saw a report from the Department
of Health's Bureau of Health Promotion that listed oral cancer as the fourth-leading cause of cancer
mortalities in Yunlin County. The situation was especially serious among males. Lin knew that
this problem needed immediate attention, but that it would not be easy. The betel nut industry
considered the Dounan section of Provincial Highway No. 1 to be a golden area, and all along
the road there were numerous stands, both big and small. It was a little over a year ago when Lin
decided to undertake betel nut prevention, and the first workplace she chose to target was the
Yunlin Branch of T-Join Transportation Co., where about half the workers chewed. Many people
thought it was a useless venture, comparing her to a preying mantis that tries to stop a car. In other
words, they said the task at hand was impossible.
T-Join is a labor-intensive transportation company. Many employees chew betel nut to boost
energy, and some have had the habit for 10 to 20 years or more. These factors showed that getting
them to quit would be a very difﬁcult task. Lin, however, was an experienced nurse who knew that
she had a job to do.“This is the kind of personality I have. When I do something, I give it my all,”
Lin said.“In the past when I was working to prevent cancer and following up on patients, I was
fully committed. Now that I'm encouraging people to reject betel nut, I need to keep putting forth
the same amount of effort.”
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Lin said she was lucky because T-Join had always encouraged people to not use betel nut. It
already had a complete set of rules prohibiting chewing in the workplace along with an incentive
system. When Lin said she wanted to come in and hold activities encouraging people to reduce
usage or give up the habit entirely, branch manager Chen Rong-bin gave immediate approval. Lin
said:“T-Join's anti-betel nut policies were very clear and the branch manager gave full support.
Cooperation was high, making my job a lot easier.”
Chen is a very caring person and showed great enthusiasm working with Lin. He took the lead by
putting up anti-betel nut posters and signs at the plant and helped Lin hold“no betel nut for a day”
activities. On the company bulletin board he posted articles on the dangers of betel nut, and he would
try persuading colleagues to drop the habit. Along with Lin he told the workers how licorice root
could serve as a substitute, and he often led the workers on health walks or did aerobics. His hope
was that by changing his employees' lifestyle habits, he could get them to quit betel nut. Because he
was a colleague, Chen was much more effective than anyone from the outside could have been.
One example of the success Chen and Lin had was with a young, low-level supervisor at the
plant who chewed 30 pieces of betel nut per day. It was not difficult for him to learn about the
dangers of chewing, but quitting was a whole other story.“What, I heard was that persuasion from
branch manager Chen who told him that he was on his way to a promotion, and that he needed to
serve as an example for others; If he chewed that much betel nut, how could he ever encourage
those he supervised to quit?”said Lin. Not long after, Lin showed the workers pictures of patients
suffering from oral cancer. Some of them had tumors on their faces that seemed as big as basketballs.
In the end, they lost half of the skin and bones on their face. These shocking pictures scared the
young, low-level supervisor.“He told me that when he saw those pictures, he kept thinking about
how his children were still small and needed their father. So he decided to give up betel nut no matter
what.”He still has not entirely kicked the habit, but now he is only chewing ﬁve pieces a day.
Following more than a year of hard work, all the T-Join employees who were betel nut
chewers took oral mucosal screenings, and the number of users dropped from 43 to 21 percent.
Encouragement from branch manager Chen led to most of them chewing gum or licorice when
hanging out, instead of betel nut. In the past when you looked around at the plant you would see
many people with red lips chewing, but that dropped signiﬁcantly.
The success at T-Join was deﬁnitely something to be proud of, but Lin does not dare take credit
herself. She always says plant manager Chen was key and that she never could have done
such a good job alone. Now, whenever a T-Join employee visits the
health center on a delivery, Lin shows that
she cares by asking how the company's betel
nut cessation efforts are going and giving
encouragement. 2011 is her second year
working to prevent betel nut use. At events when
she hears plant manager Chen leading workers in
yelling:“Keep betel nut away, keep cancer away,
keep health close,”she is so moved that she can
barely speak. She believes that further cooperation
between Chen and her will lead to an even better
In betel nut
cessation
record
at T-Join for quitting betel nut.
classes,
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Aiming for
White Teeth
Sin-Lau Medical Foundation, the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan,
Madou Sin-Lau Hospital

S

tatistics from the Department of Health show that the oral cancer mortality rate is growing
faster than that of any cancer among Taiwanese males. Over the past ﬁve years, it has grown
by about 20 percent. At that rate, the National Health Research Institutes estimates that Taiwan's
male oral cancer mortality rate will soon be the highest in the world. The most shocking part of
these statistics is that close to 90 percent of the patients are betel nut chewers.
Like a horror story, a small nut is able to quickly devour a country's health.
To guarantee that people do not continue to be subjected to the ravages of betel nut, starting in
2009 a team from Sin-Lau Hospital in Tainan's Madou District began encouraging people to say no
to betel nut. Led by hospital director Huang Tzuu-yuan and deputy directors Tsai Chiang-chin, Wu
Tung-pi, and Chen Nan-chou, the team's goal was to turn Tainan into a betel nut-free community.
It banned smoking and chewing betel nut in the hospital, promoted betel nut-free workplaces,
advocated oral mucosal screenings, trained volunteers to help people quit chewing, conducted
surveys, and held classes to encourage people to quit.
Quitting betel nut is not like quitting smoking because there is little people can rely on apart
from perseverance and willpower, making it very important to determine ways to help betel nut
chewers overcome physical and mental challenges along with social pressures. A case manager for
the Tainan Community Health Center, Shen Man-yi, said that based on her years of experience,
many chewers do not enjoy betel nut but they do not know how to say no, especially at work or
social settings.
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Take Mr. Shi, a taxi driver who has chewed betel nut for over 10 years. He says when he
started driving a cab, Paolyta-B and betel nut became a part of his lifestyle. When drivers get
together to talk, if they are not sharing cigarettes they pass around betel nut, making it very
difﬁcult to say no. One day when Shi drives a patient to Madou's Sin-Lau Hospital, a volunteer
at the door, whose job was to encourage people to quit betel nut, looked at Shi and immediately
could tell he was a chewer. Warmheartedly, the volunteer told Shi that the hospital offered free
oral cancer screenings and asked if he wanted to take the quick test. Shi thought that since he was
already there, he might as well. He never imagined that the initial test would uncover irregularities.
An orthodontist, Kuo Jian-liang, recommended a biopsy and found precancerous sores. This was
enough to give Shi a major fright.
When Shi discovered that he might have contracted oral cancer, the first thing he thought
about was what his family would do if he died. His terriﬁed reaction led a health instructor at the
hospital, Kao Pei-chen, to tell him that his economic burdens meant he could not falter. Kao told
Shi that for the sake of himself and his family, he had to quit chewing betel nut. Shi decided to
enter a course at the hospital for quitting that emphasized getting back one's white teeth. After
a series of classes that included lessons on how to turn down people who invite you to chew
betel nut, Shi successfully dropped the habit. Luckily, his sores did not worsen, leaving Shi very
thankful to the team at Sin-Lau Hospital because his health is no longer threatened.
Strong action is an important part of the hospital's anti-betel nut efforts. In February 2010 it
worked with the Tainan City Health Bureau and the Madou Township Office to hold a special
anti-smoking and betel activity as part of Madou's Lantern Festival parade. At the event, senior
government officials and local leaders signed an agreement to say no to betel nut. Also, in
conjunction with the city's pomelo festival, the hospital held another anti-smoking and betel nut
event that included a game aimed at preventing betel nut harm and a declaration for people to
promise that they would not chew. Almost 400 people joined these activities. Hospital ofﬁcials are
adept at using community resources; for example, they invited neighborhood chiefs to give their
support to activities aimed at getting people to quit. They also got 16 of the neighborhood chiefs to
sign a statement saying they oppose betel nut, and to post signs spreading this important message.
In addition, the hospital worked with Gangwei and Dashan Elementary Schools to hold poster
drawing contests and performances themed on opposing smoking and betel nut, bringing the antibetel nut message into schools. These efforts earned much praise and support.
Chewing betel nut is a threat to one's life, appearance, organ functions, and even personal
relations. To overcome this habit, it is best to receive professional assistance. The
reason for the success of Madou's Sin-Lau
Hospital in helping people to quit betel
nut was put best by plastic surgeon Lee
Ming-chin:“We not only have professional
healthcare practitioners but also community
workers, psychologists, nutritionists, and care
workers. We use the love of Christ to look
after patients, so they not only regain their
physical health but also gain new hope in life.”
Words straight from the heart.
Tainan County
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Everyone
listened carefully
as volunteers
explained how to
make healthy, fruit
and vegetablebased meals.

Love Is Just Around
the Corner
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DOH Taoyuan Memorial Hospital

never imagined what founding this health walking club would mean,”Tsui Mei-ying said
laughing.
Tsui is neighborhood chief of Taoyuan City's Zhongsheng. Taoyuan General Hospital visited
Tsui's neighborhood once to measure people's body fat, and the results were not good. Senior
men and women along with volunteers were all over accepted levels, leaving everybody feeling
dumbfounded, but presenting an excellent opportunity to hospital nurse Jheng Bi-wei. One of
Jheng's jobs was to promote health walking, and, when she saw the high body fat levels for the
neighborhood residents, she seized the moment. Jheng told them to form a health walking club that
could ﬁnd various opportunities to exercise and move around. If they did this, Jheng promised that
they would become healthier.
“Ms. Jheng's motivation and encouragement, along with a streak of impulse, led us to form the
Zhongsheng Health Walking Club,”Tsui said.“At first we didn't think anyone would attend, but
then 40 or 50 people came on the ﬁrst day. The effect was huge and shocking to Ms. Jheng.”When
saying this, Tsui held back the feeling of surprise she still felt.
As a Department of Health hospital, Taoyuan Memorial works particularly hard to promote
community health. With support from the Taoyuan mayor, two community development association
directors, and five neighborhood chiefs, the hospital formed a task force to bring important ideas
to the community like“5 fruits and vegetables a day”and“Active for life.”Steps the task force
took included: 1. Promoting healthy restaurants -- nurses, community development association
secretaries-general, and neighborhood chiefs worked together to recruit restaurants and then invited
hospital nutritionists to give guidance on providing nutritious meals, 2. Conducting health and
nutrition publicity -- nutritionists visited community care points and guided people on making highfiber, low-fat foods; 3. Producing health passports -- volunteers taught people how to record the
foods they ate and what exercise they did. Despite these achievements, none matched the hospital's
health walking success.
Health walking seems simple, but without a complete plan everything is in vain. The hospital
knew this and was ready: first it invited a physical therapist to train volunteers on giving health
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checks and physical ﬁtness tests, and then the volunteers took their new skills into the community
to check people's blood pressure, height, weight, waist, and hip measurements, along with how well
they did on 30-second standing tests, grip exercises, and balancing on one foot with their eyes open.
The volunteers also conducted surveys on individual exercise habits. Only when these assessments
were complete did the hospital start its health walking activities. The attention paid by the hospital to
ensuring the plan was done right made a deep
impression on participants.
Seniors
Detailed planning and rigorous
joined warmup exercises
promotion meant that in just a few short
before going for
a health walk.
months, the hospital was able to form four
walking clubs consisting of members from
the Daguei Creek Community Development
Association, Sanmin Neighborhood, Longgang
Community, and Zhongsheng Neighborhood.
Every week the clubs went on at least four
walks, exercising about 30 to 60 minutes
each time and starting sessions with injurypreventing warm-up exercises led by a physical
therapist. Organizers also did inspections of each area and planned one exercise route each in both
Daguei and Sanmin Communities. By calculating the amount of calories people burned and the
amount of steps they took while walking each route, the organizers encouraged health walkers to
work hard to meet their goals.
Considerate design and careful planning led to almost daily increases in the number of people
using the walking paths. In Zhongsheng the hospital originally set walking times as every Monday
to Friday from 7 to 8 o'clock at night, so people who worked and those who wanted to avoid
the daytime heat and sun could go. Many people could not make these times, however, so to
accommodate everyone the hospital decided to let people set their own times for walking. Every day
there were still 20 or 30 people who regularly signed in and out, and by the time 9 or 10 o'clock in
the evening rolled around, you could still see people walking. The same held true for weekends and
even windy and rainy days.
Tsui Mei-ying originally said:“I only want to go on walks with people a few days or
occasionally go for a walk,”but enthusiasm shown by the other participants and the oversight that
came with being in a club soon led her to show up every day. If she happened to be running late, her
phone would ring with somebody asking:“Why haven't we seen the neighborhood chief yet today?”
Eventually, no matter how busy or late she was, Tsui would ﬁnd someone to go on a health walk with
her. When asked why she always wanted to go with somebody, Tsui gave a great answer:“First you
can encourage one another, second somebody can serve as a witness to prove that the neighborhood
chief really did go for a walk every day.”
Tsui said“she never imagined the effect”the Zhongsheng walking club would have, but it is
clear today, more than half a year after the club's start: 20 to 30 people have been active the whole
time, everyone feels their fitness is improving, and Tsui herself could be the biggest beneficiary
having already lost 4 kilograms. Because a supermarket is at the midpoint of the walking route, Tsui
and the other club members got permission from the owner to paint a smiling face and words of
encouragement on the store's outer fence. That way when exercising, love would be just around the
corner. Tsui believes and has made a promise to herself that she will keep walking, so she can look
forward to her goal of losing all her excess fat.
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Bringing Health to
the Community

Hsin Chu Armed Force Hospital Citizen's Diagnostic and Treatment Center

I

never valued my health much before, and then I got rheumatoid arthritis and my entire body
bothered me. There was a time where I couldn't move at all. Then I went to the women's
exercise classes hosted by the Fishermen's association and managed to get my ﬁngers and head
moving slowly. Also when I stooped over it didn't hurt as much. Only then did I understand the
importance of exercise, and now I go to every class. It's great to be able to exercise with people
and make friends,”said Dai Hsiu-lan.
Dai lived in Hsinchu City's Nanliao Neighborhood and, like many other people in the area,
benefited from the community health promotion committee founded by the Hsin Chu Armed
Force Hospital along with local neighborhood chiefs, officials, and members of the fishermen's
association. The committee's goal was to ﬁx bad exercise and nutrition habits in the community by
organizing exercise classes, nutritional talks, and other activities.
The Hsin Chu Armed Force Hospital has been undertaking community health projects for
years. Using this experience, in nearby neighborhoods like Kangle, Nanliao, Guantian, and Fulin
it encouraged people to eat ﬁve servings of fruits and vegetables per day and to be active for life.
It established health stations in four neighborhoods and recruited and trained volunteers, teaching
them simple health techniques and information that they can then pass to other members of the
community. In 2010 alone 200 volunteers joined these classes and then went on to teach their
neighbors how to keep their bodies healthy.
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Anyone who has visited these neighborhoods comes away surprised at how passionate the
residents are about health activities. Credit goes to the Hsin Chu Armed Force Hospital, which
favors quality over quantity. Apart from relying on its own medical expertise, the hospital invited
Chinese Culture University instructor Dai Jhi-hsu and Hsuan Chuang University instructor Lin
Chih-yuan to help compile a health and exercise handbook. The hospital also conducted oriental
Bio Synergy, Tai Chi synergy, strengthening, and Tai Chi Chuan classes that explained proper
exercise techniques and emphasized the importance of regular exercise. Volunteer Lin Chun-yan
said:“After the teacher taught us proper health walking techniques, I felt very graceful, unlike
before when walking felt so heavy. When I went home I taught this pendulum-like walking motion
to my friends and family, raising everyone's spirits.”Also to introduce the exercise environment of
the communities, the hospital designed two exercise maps and a lifestyle and relaxation map that
included nearby exercise locations, exercise options and times, and restaurants offering healthy
meal options. Visitors can use the maps to choose exercises best suited to them.
The hospital takes the same professional approach to promoting nutrition as it does to
exercise. To provide community members with proper information, it asked its own nutritionists
and the operating director of the National Federation of Chef Labor Unions, Jheng Fu-Gui, to
visit communities and discuss maintaining a balanced diet and eating ﬁve servings of fruits and
vegetables a day. The hospital also offered cooking classes, with delicious meals reinforcing proper
techniques. To bring nutritional ideas closer to home, the hospital encouraged grocery
A balanced
stores, markets, breakfast outlets, fruit stands, and the ﬁshermen's market to post or
selection of
nutritious foods
hang signs telling people to eat enough vegetables and
gave people the
chance to have a
fruits. Eight restaurants worked with the hospital
healthy meal.
to promote healthy meals and to compile a free
recipe book that contained each of the healthy
dishes on their menu.
The hospital admits that there were some
obstacles to overcome when trying to get
restaurants and stores to participate, but the
unflagging effort of organizers and volunteers
stimulated more restaurant participation. A fruit
vendor said:“At first I thought it would be too
much trouble to promote healthy foods so I didn't
want to join.
But after people from the hospital and volunteers kept asking, I figured I'd help by putting up
a poster encouraging people to eat proper amounts of fruits and vegetables. I never could have
guessed that fruit sales would have gone up as much as they did. I want to thank the hospital. If
possible, I'd like to get an even bigger sign and put it up beside the road. It could remind passerby
to eat ﬁve servings of fruits and vegetables every day.”
As healthy ideas gradually spread through communities, the Hsin Chu Armed Force Hospital
hopes that it can apply even more resources to getting people to live healthier, happier lives.
After all, health is the only way to longer-lasting prosperity.
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Happy Health Tours
Miaoli County's Jhunan Health Center

A

script they wrote themselves, a costume made from a fabric election sign -- these are the
materials used by Jhunan's Health Drama Troupe. In just over one year the troupe was invited
to give more than 20 shows. Established by the Jhunan Health Center, the troupe's humorous
performances spread its fame while carrying the“579 fruits and vegetables”message to more
people.
The idea for the troupe began three years ago when Miaoli County's Public Health Bureau held
a drama competition to publicize disease prevention. The competition was very effective, so the
Jhunan Health Center decided to gather retired residents of all professions and have them serve
as the foundation of a drama troupe. To ensure quality performances troupe members were fully
dedicated. Those who were skilled actors donned a costume and got on stage; those who were not
helped with seating, costumes, and props. Whenever there was a community gathering, the troupe
provided entertainment.
A typical performance was as follows: Seniors go to a temple to speak to a god, and when each
approaches the deity, he or she talks endlessly about arthritis pains, marital arguments, etc. They
talk so much the god cannot take it anymore, telling them to stop being so garrulous and reminding
them to eat enough servings of fruits and vegetables a day so they can be healthy and live a long
life. Humorous story lines like these always earned a big round of applause and effectively shared
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health concepts with the community. In addition, these messages were adopted by the performers
themselves. Health center workers discovered that apart from eating the proper amount of fruits
and vegetables per day, during breaks seniors shared health recipes with one another, showing that
everyone was eager to live a long and healthy life.
According to the head of the Miaoli County Public Health Bureau, Lo Tsai-chang, cancer, high
blood pressure, and high blood lipids are all closely related to dietary habits, and the most natural
way to protect one's health is to follow the“Fruit and Vegetable 579 Program”(children eat 5
servings per day, women 7 servings, and men 9 servings). Lo wanted to integrate the program into
everyday life, to the point where it was something people discussed after having tea or a meal. An
excellent example of this effort was the Jhunan Health Center's drama troupe.
Apart from the drama troupe, in Shengfu Community the health center held regular pot lucks
and senior chef activities. Monthly
taste and study events strengthened
A pot luck that
featured healthy
the Fruit and Vegetable 579 message
and delicious
foods.
while bringing community members
closer. In recent years the health center
held nutritional pot lucks at different
locations every two to three months,
and on Chinese New Year's Eve it
hosted a creative cooking competition.
Each of these activities was very
popular and lively.
Nutrition is an invaluable part
of health, but the health center
knows that regular exercise is just
as important. With full support from
the Jhunan Township chief, the health center carefully selected activity areas and recruited experts
to guide people through a simple Chi-Gong regiment. Volunteers were trained to hold regular
exercise sessions and there was an impressive lineup of classes, including folk dance, aerobics,
croquet, Chi-Gong, drumming, and line dancing. There was also a health promotion social group
where people could gain extra encouragement from friends and family to improve the atmosphere
for health and exercise, and at community health stations they could inquire about exercising and
have their body-fat measured.
These activities caused visible changes in local residents. Jhunan already has 10 exercise
groups and health workers assisted 10 establishments in becoming model healthy restaurants. Five
communities rotated holding healthy food gatherings, and creative chefs designed dozens of dishes
that use local Dragon fruits. Ms. Chen, a frequent participant in the community health activities,
said:“I never thought that my twilight years could be so happy and active.”
Ms. Chen's cheerful optimism showed that health is easily within reach.
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Everyone
praised the
healthy meal
cooked by
Gou Chian-jie
(wearing red) .

A Community Hospital
That Promotes Health
Taichung's Dongshih Farmers' Hospital

T

he Sept. 21 earthquake of 1999 caused major damage to the traditional Hakka mountain village
in Taichung's Dongshih District. Luckily the largest hospital in the area, Dongshih Farmers'
Hospital, stayed standing, so the injured had a place to receive professional treatment. The terrible
lessons learned by the earthquake gave the hospital a new understanding of its role in the community
-- apart from needing to treat people's illnesses and injuries, the hospital needed to extend
reconstruction efforts to improving the community's overall health.
According to health screenings, clinical data, and analysis by volunteers of residents' nutritional
and physical condition, unhealthy lifestyle habits were why the leading health problems among
Dongshih residents were chronic diseases. These habits originated largely from Hakka people
tending to eat oiler, saltier food, and a misconception among residents that equated physical labor
with exercise. For these reasons, to promote health in the community the hospital decided to focus
on healthy diets and health-related physical ﬁtness.
One of the hospital's specialities is proper allocation of existing resources. For example,
when promoting the consumption of five servings of fruits and vegetables a day, the hospital
relied on support from the local farmers' association and women's groups. These organizations
helped to increase the number of nutrition classes, in turn teaching residents how to maintain
a healthy diet. Instructors were also encouraged to visit nutrition classes in other areas to learn
about new techniques and to share their knowledge with new people. The hospital contributed to
setting up health stations in activity centers and senior meeting halls to provide health recipes and
consultations. Also when promoting nutrition, if the hospital came across someone with high blood
pressure or who was overweight, it provided hospital referral service or information on community
weight-loss classes.
Community instructor Gou Chian-jie often said:“Those who promote a healthy diet are usually
the biggest beneficiaries of their own classes.”Gou was motivated to join the training classes to
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learn how to be a nutrition instructor because of her husband, who was suffering from diabetes and
had a high blood-lipid count that they could not get under control. She said the classes emphasized
both learning and doing and were not dry like most courses. These features meant she was happy
learning, and when she went home she immediately began applying what she learned to all three
meals of the day. Lessons she tried included simmering ﬁve grained rice to make a porridge or broth,
and using different methods to boil vegetables.“I never could have imagined that my husband would
go from refusing to eat these kinds of foods to becoming accustomed to dishes made with less oil
and salt. The best part is that he does not need to take as much medicine to control his diabetes and
high blood lipid problems.
Apart from nutrition, the hospital focused on exercise through its Active for Life program. It
learned from passing out questionnaires that the main reason local residents could not maintain
an exercise program was that they did not have anyone to join them. Therefore, when planning its
exercise program, the hospital paid close attention to registering teams, requesting that each have
at least six members or that households register together. By combining friends and family, seniors
were able to share their exercise program and beneﬁted from a sense of camaraderie. This helped
them to develop an exercise habit, and soon a local exercise support network formed. Meanwhile, the
hospital recruited existing yuanji dance, tai chi chuan, and maple dance classes and associations to
serve as strategic health building partners. It also produced a community exercise map and designed
signs and posters to promote physical ﬁtness, thereby encouraging participation from more residents.
Another important point worth mentioning
is that apart from recruiting strategic partners
Seed teachers
to help promote exercise, the hospital advises
led students in
exercise.
and encourages them to not only play a
supporting role but also to take the initiative to
carry out their own plans. For example, under
the hospital's guidance the Maple Dance
Association successfully applied for funding
for the first time and planned its inaugural
Exercise Seeds Training Camp. The camp
went smoothly and won deep praise,
rousing the spirits of association members.
Association director He said:
“In the past I thought it was enough to care for this group of friends who loves
to exercise and never really thought about getting more people to participate or worrying about the
health of other community members. But this experience has been interesting for my partners and
me and has given us a sense of accomplishment. In the future I deﬁnitely will encourage association
volunteers to do more to promote exercise in the community. This will make the Maple Dance
Association a more meaningful venture.”
The Dongshih Farmers' Hospital has taken action and hosted activities to put the darkness of the
Sept. 21 earthquake behind it. It protects the health of community residents because it is their hope
and ours that prosperity is still feasible.
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Ankang
representatives
shared their health
walking success in
Geneva.

From Ankang
To Geneva
China Medical University Hospital East District Branch

M

y name is Liu Pei-min. Daily health walks let me lose 5 kilograms.”
“My name is Hsiao Tse-lang. I walk 10,000 paces every day with my wife, and I also lost
5 kilograms.”
In July 2010, Ankang Community Development Association director Lee Chung went to
Geneva, Switzerland, to take part in the 20th International Union for Health Promotion and
Education. Lee was invited to speak on the association's experiences promoting health walking, and
before leaving he held a press conference at Taichung City Council. Ankeng residents joined Lee
to discuss the advantages of health walking and to announce their weight-loss achievements. The
appearance by these seniors received much attention and was picked up by the media, presenting
another opportunity to let people know about the health motto“Walk every day to be healthy and
gay.”
A small community that successfully promoted health walking made it to the world stage. People
began to see Ankang differently, even referring to it as one of the“lights of Taiwan.”Meanwhile,
behind its success was an institution that has a vision of being a community hospital -- China
Medical University Hospital East District Branch.
The China Medical University medical treatment system took over China Medical University
Hospital East District Branch (formerly the Family Hospital) in 2004. Since then, it has worked with
the Ankang Community Development Association to expand its service range while maintaining
Taichung's East District as its operations center. Two years ago, it began to implement the Taichung
Ankang Community Health Promotion Plan. To ﬁnd areas to improve it started by looking at health
tests taken by Ankang residents, learning that 34.6 percent of residents had metabolic syndrome
and 47 percent were overweight. To improve these problems, the hospital worked with the Ankang
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Community Development Association to promote mottos like“Walk every day to be healthy and
gay”and“5 fruits and vegetables a day to be sound of body and mind.”It also held health walks
and nutrition classes, turning exercise and a proper diet into lifestyle habits.
Strengthening the body through health walks is a concept that anybody can understand,
but only a minority pursue it. To change this, the hospital worked with neighborhood chiefs in
Taichung East District to recruit more than 80 community residents who were willing to commit to
walking 10,000 paces a day for 12 weeks. Before and after the program, each resident underwent
blood sugar, triglyceride, and low-density lipoprotein tests, along with ﬁlling out a questionnaire
related to their knowledge of health walking. The hospital helped to plan four walking routes in
Dazhi, Dongfeng, and Lecheng Parks and Jin-De Elementary School. Health walk volunteers
served as guides to share and promote the beneﬁts of health walking.
Typically people think that health walking and walking are the same thing, a misconception
that the volunteers quickly disprove. Ankang health walking activities are led by professional
exercise instructors who prevent injury by teaching proper warm-ups, helping people select
appropriate shoes, and explaining correct walking techniques. Health walking volunteers serve
as models and teach using chants that people can say while walking, such as“Head up, chest out,
stomach in; hands slightly grip at your waist; shoulders relax, natural sway; and open your stride,
move ahead.”Student Hsiao Tse-lang gave away a secret of the trade:“Your hands deﬁnitely need
to sway so that your internal organs can get some exercise. Only then is the walking effective.”
Participants in the program showed enough willpower to not only walk but also eat right, receiving
extra guidance from a nutritionist. Their body weight dropped considerably and they became much
healthier.
The husband-wife duo of Hsiao Tse-lang and Liu Pei-min both participated in the activity
and were ﬁlled with praises. They said that ever since they started walking 10,000 paces per day,
their body weight dropped and their health indicators improved dramatically, particularly their
waist size and metabolism. As for the other students who took part in the 12-week health walk
and nutrition program, more than half saw their health improve, 97 percent had decreased in
body fat and waist size, and 92 percent lost weight. Most important, however, was that the health
walk activity led people to encourage their acquaintances to leave the house and head outdoors.
Participants met like-minded people who ended
up becoming good friends. When the time
arrived to go on a walk, groups gathered at the
school or parks. Smiling, they began walking
forward together.
China Medical University Hospital East
District Branch was pleasantly surprised
and inspired when the Ankang health
walking club's success was recognized
Health walking
flourishes in
internationally. The hospital hopes
Angkang, where
you can always
that participants can serve as seeds to
see people going
for a walk.
continue spreading health promotion
activities throughout the community. Its
goal is to build a health city.
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Turning Lugu into
a New Home

Nantou's Lugu Township Guanghsing Community Development Association

L

ugu Township's Jhuoshuei Creek has mountains on three sides, providing scenery that is
very pleasing to the eye. Special plants and animals dot the landscape, including rare Taiwan
Hemlock, Spruce, and Mori oak, along with spotted doves, black-browed barbets, and aurora
swallowtails. Fire ﬂies complete the beautiful landscape of Tsaizai Creek, and you can even see
100-year-old, original malbau trees. The area's excellent natural features make it a popular tourist
attraction.
This idyllic town was rocked, however, by the Sept. 21 earthquake of 1999. Landslides struck
Lugu, the ground cracked, and people lost their homes and lives. Then-school employee Chian
Tsong-Ching was at home when the quake struck and destroyed his home. Luckily he was pulled
out alive, but there was devastation all around him and his family was wrenched apart. At that dark
moment he decided that with the time he had left on earth, he wanted to do more for this land that
had nurtured him through the years.
Chian retired early and then committed himself to community building. He relentlessly
promoted ecology, tea culture, and safe communities, giving Guanghsing Community a look
and a vitality unique to agricultural villages. Nevertheless, there were still many challenges for
the community to overcome. Among just over 1,000 residents, more than 200 were aged 65 or
above. Medical facilities were all located in the administrative center, but for various reasons it
was hard for many of the seniors to receive the attention needed, especially considering that so
many young adults had left to ﬁnd work in the city. Chian knew that something had to be done
about providing better medical care for the elderly. Moreover, based on interviews with people
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in the community and adult health evaluation records, many of the residents were
picky about food and did not like to exercise. The health warning signs were
Community
apparent. Chian, who by that time was director of Guanghsing Community
residents also
Development Association, decided that
loved Tai Chi
Chuan.
he needed to make local residents pay
closer attention to their health to turn
Guanghsing into a healthy community.
To encourage residents to join health
activities, the association along with the
Lugu Farmers' Association organized
community health cooking classes to
promote the importance of eating five
servings of fruits and vegetables a day.
The two groups announced achievements
in spreading healthy eating ideas, and they
handed out numerous nutrition pamphlets,
recommending dietary guidelines to assist
in preventing common health problems
like diabetes and high blood pressure. In addition,
the development association provided handouts with important nutrition principles, teaching
people how to best use the fresh foods that were readily available. They learned how to make
seaweed mini rolls, yam and pork soup, fresh fruit juice, and milk with fresh vegetables. Because
the recipes were simple and practical, these handouts became treasured possessions.
Despite the popularity of the nutrition information, there was still one more offering that was
more effective and more popular among women -- the folk dancing class. Originally formed to
encourage hardworking, conservative women to get out of the house, the class started with easy
physical movements to develop a rhythm among the women and then progressed to practices with
many dance elements, slowly introducing the students to dance. Every Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday you could see healthy, energetic women aged 20 to 70 happily dancing at the community
activity center. There were also Tai Chi Chuan,Tai Chi sword, Tai Chi fan, and health walking
groups. The health walking was especially well suited to seniors because of its gentle movements,
so every day at dawn a large group of people gathered to go for a morning walk. Chang Yu-ching,
who turned 86 this year, said that with young people gone to ﬁnd work, seniors left at home were
bored, having little else to do other than sleep. The classes, however, meant that“everyone could
come together to exercise and enjoy themselves.”
The mission and responsibility of the Guanghsing Community Development Association are to
turn Lugu into a new home by making communities healthy and constructing an environment built
for sustainable development. In the future, Chian Tsong-ching hopes to make greater use of Lugu's
natural advantages to achieve comprehensive rebuilding, industrial renewal, and environmental
conservation. This will turn the area into a safe green mountain village where healthier, more
conﬁdent residents can put the troubles of the Sept. 21 earthquake behind them.
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The beautiful
scenery made the
health walks a feast
for the eyes.

Walking Together
Toward LOHAS
Yunlin's Dapi Township Health Center

O

n a Sunday morning before Dragon Boat Festival, the sun was splendid. Hundreds of
community members gathered underneath a sign encouraging people to eat more fruits and
vegetables and move toward a LOHAS-styled community. They were there to attend a health
walking activity organized by the Dapi Township Health Center. There were seniors in their
70s and 80s and babies who had not yet reached 1 year. It was a grand sight to see them set out
together on a walk.
This health walk was one in a series of such activities organized by the Dapi Township
Health Center. In recent years, to promote nutritious eating habits and the active for life concept,
the center formed a community health promotion committee and task force. These groups went
through local leaders and volunteers to promote health related information and ideas, including
phrases like“Eating ﬁve servings of fruits and vegetables a day to stay healthy and keep cancer
away”and“Walking every day is the healthy way.”Committee and task force members put up
posters that included these themes at health stations, on bulletin boards in village ofﬁces, and in
temples. Visibility soon turned the phrases into something residents could easily recite, and they
were effective because they applied to people's daily lives, in particular when it came to getting
people to walk. For example, on the Dragon Boat Festival health walk, a group of men in their 70s
led the way. They laughed, saying that when they were farmers, they could work all day and their
feet would not become sore nor would they become short of breath. Only when they started taking
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health walks did they realize that it is harder than working in a ﬁeld. Now, however, they said they
were used to walking and it would feel strange for them not to go. There was also an older woman
who was there watching over two kids. The children were very excited the night before the walk
and even woke up at 5 o'clock in the morning to get ready.“Luckily I can walk the whole route
with them, otherwise they'd laugh at me,”she said.
Dapi is a classic farming village where most residents are part of the agriculture industry.
They typically do a variety of smaller jobs that can be very burdensome, but during fallow seasons
when nothing is growing, they tend to have much time on their hands and do not know how to ﬁll
it. The local health center had an idea though -- health walking. Farmers initially thought about
how after a long day of work they
would go home and only have
enough energy to cook and clean
their clothes. How could they
exercise? Health center volunteers
suggested they walk to their ﬁelds.
At first, the farmers just raised
their eyebrows and some laughed.
Once they tried the idea out a few
times, however, it turned into
a habit, and soon they were
Signs along the
route let people
meeting for health walks.
know how many
steps they had
Even health center workers
taken and provided
other information.
were amazed by the response.
As health walking became
more popular, the health center planned three more routes. Each route featured beautiful
scenery, making the walks not only beneficial to the body but also pleasing to the eyes. For
example, the route through Sanjie Community starts at an important religious site, the local
Guanyin Temple. You then take Chanye Road, where the scent of garden cosmos ﬂowers ﬁlls the
air and refreshment arrives as a cool breeze blowing across your face. Then you pass by the Qilin
Temple, which often has a group of seniors playing chess and talking, and continuing on soon
there are rice paddies on either side, a lush wonderland that gives your second breath. Finally the
journey ends at Tai'an Temple, where you can bow to the god and ask for peace and happiness.
This 3-kilometer route is a great way to experience every detail Sanjie has to offer, and anyone
who has taken it praises its walker-friendly design. Notably there are signs that tell people the
approximate number of steps they have taken, so even walkers who did not bring an pedometer
can get an idea of how many paces they took.
A majority of people may never discover the beneﬁts of exercising, but with a little initiative,
they can learn. Dapi residents understood the hard work put in by members of the health center.
Apart from the popular health walking activities, there were regular Wai Tan Kung, Tai Chi Chuan,
and aerobics classes that many people joined at the end of the workday. Exercise clearly became
part of everyday life in the town.
“People will only strive to improve their health when their ideas on health change”-- to
members of the Dapi Health Center, this phrase describes their mission and their vision. They will
keep promoting healthy living in the town to ensure that progress continues.
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These seniors
became fitter
by joining an
aerobics class.

Reinvigorating an
Old Persimmon Town
Chiayi's Fanlu Township Health Center

F

anlu Township, which is also known as“Fantzai Road,”lies along an old Tsou path. In the
past, tribe members used the path to carry prey they had caught from the mountain to trade
with the Han Chinese. Today, Fantzai Road is covered in asphalt, but it is still beautiful, with
persimmon trees planted on each side that paint the mountain red in autumn.
Unfortunately, this small, idyllic town faces a major problem. Young people are moving out to
ﬁnd work in the city, agriculture is on the decline, and the population is gradually aging. Most of
the people remaining have difﬁcult jobs, are in the habit of eating oily, salty food, and mistakenly
equate work with exercise. Many seniors have high blood lipid levels, high blood pressure, and
chronic diseases. Even more worrying is that most of these people would rather head to the local
health doctor to get medicine than take part in healthy activities.
These conditions worried public health center nurse Ms.Chao Hsing-yu. Whenever she had the
chance, she went into town and spoke to the villagers about the importance of healthy promotion.
But that was much easier than actually getting the villagers to eat healthy and exercise because
habits developed throught at a lifetime cannot be changed in just a few days.
Yet Ms. Chao and her colleagues stayed committed to the health center's mission: use a
loving spirit to provide complete medical care and support. They started by promoting healthy
eating habits and being active for life. First they invited leaders of community exercise groups
and volunteers to attend a study camp on eating healthy and exercising. Participants shared their
experiences, and from this knowledge they formulated activity ideas. Chao and her colleagues
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then invited village chiefs, the director of the
community development association, and
other local leaders to a meeting to discuss
these ideas, and together they proposed a
strategy called“Exercise 333 and 5 a Day.”
They also asked senior officials to sign a
health pledge, planned three community
walking routes, held workshop that
involved walking and eating healthy, and
hosted lectures. Moreover, they advised
local restaurants to include at least 1.5
servings of vegetables in every meal.
These projects gave Ms. Chao extensive experience in community health projects, and,
through her work, she learned that volunteers are one of the most important parts of any project.
For help with key roles, Chao spent much time looking for suitable volunteers. One of these
people was Huang Yeh, a popular, talented dance instructor for a Shinfu Village women's group
who Chao invited to join a volunteer ﬁtness training class. Soon Huang was leading walking and
aerobics activities, and she started to notice that her own physical status was improving. She began
expounding the beneﬁts of walking and aerobics wherever she went, in turn changing the way that
people in the community looked at exercise.
Ms. Chao also recruited the women's group class leader, Ren Kuo-fen, who would joke that
she was in charge of all eating, drinking, and entertainment activities.Ms. Chao asked Ren to
lead a daylong walk in Yunshuei. Members of the women's group joined, happily walking and
enjoying the scent of the forest. Ren soon developed a habit for walking, saying:“It's tired for
me to regularly moutain, but I realize it's worth it when I think about how people are becoming
healthier.”
Despite assembling a good team,Ms. Chao still faced a major problem -- how could she
sustain community health building projects without enough subsidies? Ms. Chao thought about
her options. She asked the local farmers' association to send an instructor to the women's group to
teach baking, and Ren's daughter obtained Level 2 certiﬁcation in the ﬁeld. Once, when Ms. Chao
was talking to her, she asked whether she ever thought about adding persimmons to the foods she
cooked. After all, this would help promote Fanlu's agricultural goods.Ms. Chao's encouragement
and the certification from the farmers' group were enough motivation for local mothers and
daughters. They began making persimmon pineapple cakes, persimmon ice cream, persimmon
cake chicken soup, ﬁve-grain steamed buns, and Buddha's hand seafood, successfully selling these
items at market. Now many members of the women's group have obtained Level 3 certiﬁcation
and on numerous occasions have been invited to cater organization events. Cooking classes not
only opened up a new source of revenue for the community but also helped ensure sustainability of
health activities.
What matters most for a mountain is not its height, but its heavenly inspiration, and a lake need
not be deep if a dragon lives in it. Fanlu Township is small, but it has beautiful scenery, delicious
persimmons, and its residents are on the road to health. Next time you pass through Chiayi
County, why not take a trip to Fanlu? You can see the sites, walk around, and try persimmons and
persimmon pineapple cake. One thing is certain -- you will not be disappointed.
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Everyone ate
and had a good
time at a Shinfu
women's group
cooking event.
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Mobilizing
Communities to
Improve Health

M

Tainan Municipal Hospital

ost people are still dreaming when 7 o'clock rolls around on Sunday morning, but at the
walking path near Tainan's Sunset Platform, many people usually gather by that time. First
they warm up with their fitness instructor before starting a day-long health walk. You can see
grandfathers with their grandchildren, parents with their kids, and people who brought the family
dog along for some exercise. This image of young and old walking together provides a major boost
to the Tainan Municipal Hospital.
Tainan's Anping District has a relatively high number of seniors. Combined with many young
people spending extended time in other cities for work, there are numerous instances of grandparents
raising their grandchildren. This leads to a lack of knowledge about a balanced diet and regular
exercise. To promote exercise and proper nutrition, officials from the Tainan Municipal Hospital
visited the Anping District Ofﬁce, the Anping Health Center, and community chiefs. Together, they
formed a community health promotion certification committee. Committee members regularly
gathered to discuss ways to promote policy ideas aimed at improving residents' health habits, such
as“5 servings of fruits and vegetables a day for health”and“30 minutes exercise per day = 100
percent health.”
The director of the Tainan Municipal Hospital's community health department, Huang Wen-Ho,
said that achieving community health goals cannot only depend on the hospital's efforts. Instead,
Huang felt that participation by community leaders and residents was vital, saying:“I'd like to thank
Shatan community director Ho, Pingan community director Tsai, and Kuoping community director
Lin for their full support. Even when going to take out the garbage, they remember to remind people
about the importance of being healthy.”Community leader support made it possible for the hospital
to begin recruiting professional instructors to lead ball sport activities and aerobics classes. There
were health food workshops, including activities that called for people to recognize different kinds of
foods, consultation by hospital nutritionists, and health promotion committees that expanded health
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topics beyond the hospital walls. Also by combining different resources, people from different
organizations could gather, sparking more ideas and getting people to work together.
The hospital's most popular activity was its food workshops. Previous classes included a
professor in the Department of Hotel and Restaurant Management at Chia Nan University of
Pharmacy and Science, Wu Shi-Huang, teaching students how to cook low-salt, low-calorie dishes.
Wu explained how to select seasonal fruits to make freshly squeezed juice and introduced curing
techniques for grilled meat slices to make the meat more tender. Interesting, practical topics like
these always generated student interest. Kuoping Community volunteer Wan Chun-chin said:“It's
usually my wife who cooks, so I came to learn how to make healthy food to ease her burden. I
can already cook many kinds of food, like the meat slices marinated in fruits. Everyone thinks
these foods are really good, and my wife and children think that I truly make a great husband
and father.”The hospital also gathered local restaurant operators to devise healthy meals of 700
calories or less and assisted with making low salt, low sugar, low oil, and high fiber dishes. A
restaurant in Kuoping Community and a My Warm Day breakfast vendor in Pingan both said that
ever since they started selling healthy meals, their health and that of their employees has improved,
plus their business has increased.
When it comes to health promotion, apart from nutrition the hospital focuses on exercise. It
compiled information on exercise classes offered in the community and the places where people
can work out, putting them together into an exercise reference map. Following a proposal by
Community Director Ho Wen-Jhen, Shatan Community used the 3-kilometer-long Sunset Platform
to encourage people to go on health walks. Because the route was well planned and safe, every
weekend you could see many people, young and old, walking along the path. The hospital also
held regular indoor exercise classes, like yoga and rhythm dancing in Pingan, Tai Chi Chuan and
softball in Kuoping, and aerobics in Shatan.
Students filled up each class, showing that
residents are slowly incorporating health
ideas into their lives.
Because of these food and exercise
promotion classes, when work is over you
can now see many people who usually eat
out instead going to the grocery store or
market to buy fruits and vegetables, getting
ready to go home and cook. Walkways
and park green areas also have more
office workers who are wearing their
Moving with
work clothes with sneakers. These images
the instructor to
improve one's
show that the health habits of community
health.
residents have already changed dramatically. According
to Director Huang Wen-Ho, Tainan Municipal Hospital has always considered“providing
community health services to build a complete care environment”one of its main goals. Huang
said the hospital will continue working with communities, combining and sharing resources with
other organizations to ensure the health of residents.
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A community
aerobics class.

Forming a
Community Health
Blueprint

St. Martin De Porres Hospital

A

s lifestyles change and the population ages, chronic diseases have become such important
threats to people's health. Closely related to these diseases are diets and exercise habits.As
a result, modern public health focuses more on disease prevention and health maintenance rather
than treatment. Considering this shift, for years St. Martin De Porres Hospital has been working
to improve health in communities. It has followed the Health Promotion Community Certiﬁcation
Plan and sent representatives into neighborhoods and schools to encourage people to exercise and
eat ﬁve servings of fruits and vegetables a day.
Two of these representatives were Lee Chia-ni, who works in the hospital's community
medicine department, and Chen Wen-jun, director of the health management department.
Sentiments they expressed included:“When I found out I was responsible for this plan, I
became rather nervous”and“Changing poor health habits among community members is very
challenging.”Nevertheless, they knew that their job was necessary and that the only way they
could succeed was through hard work and willpower. Whenever a group of people at the hospital
and community health volunteers gathered for a project, these two joined. They visited community
organizations and health restaurants; recruited health volunteers; opened workout spaces; and held
“5-a-day”cooking classes, exercise groups, and pledge-signing activities. Their busy schedules
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not only revealed seemingly limitless potential but
also brought fruitful results.
One example was work they undertook
to ensure that people who frequently ate out
were able to get enough fruits and vegetables.
To promote the 5-a-day plan, these two
women visited virtually every restaurant in the
community. Their persuasiveness was enough
to get restaurants in Lutsuo, Wangtian, and
Hsingtsun communities to join.
Another example was aimed at making
sure people got enough exercise. To promote
aerobics, they held regular meetings with
community development committees and village chiefs. They inquired about potential volunteers,
trained people who were suitable and willing, and then asked the volunteers to hold classes twice a
week in Lutsuo, Dingjhuang, and Dongshan communities. The aerobics got seniors moving so they
could maintain their ﬁtness.
These two women also started healthy cooking classes. Along with a nutritionist, they thought
about how to use the principle of“four less one more”(less frying, less fatty meat, less oily soup,
less sauce, and more fruits and vegetables) to cook healthy, delicious food. After ﬁguring out the
best dishes, they trained additional teachers and then began using the classes to promote healthy
eating habits.
Everything they did seems easy, but when put together amounts to a daunting task. There were
never ending meetings, endless reports, and occasionally they had to deal with a small number of
people who watched but would not help. People can only understand the challenges they overcame
by undertaking a similar project themselves.
One night there was a cooking class scheduled but there was a downpour. Chia-ni and Wenjun saw the rain getting stronger and thought about the slippery roads. For safety reasons, they
contacted everyone to cancel the class. But just then, they opened the door and saw some of the
students in raincoats. They had braved the rain on scooters or bicycles to come to class and had
not even dried off before asking if the teacher had arrived. The students said they had also wanted
to skip the class, but when they thought about how hard the teacher worked and how much effort
went in to preparing the ingredients, they came out of fear that nobody else would.
“That night we looked at everybody gathered in the warehouse cooking healthy food and
sharing stories. It was very moving,”said Chia-ni and Wen-jun.
After a year, St. Martin De Porres Hospital announced excellent results for the healthy cooking
and exercise programs. Body fat levels of people in the exercise group dropped dramatically, and
close to half of the diabetes sufferers had better control over their blood sugar levels. Sometimes
when Chia-ni and Wen-jun visited communities they would see older men and women sharing
stories about how they managed to control their blood sugar level and reduce their blood pressure.
This always made the two women very happy. They want to continue cuwent their health projects
and teach more people about health maintenance. Through these efforts, they can raise life and get
everyone to work together to build healthier communities.
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People signed a
pledge to eat five
servings of fruits
and vegetables a
day.
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The Start of a
Healthy Life
Kaohsiung's Linyuan Health Building Association

W

u Yu-Mei was loaﬁng around at home at 4 o'clock in the afternoon when an alarm clock
sounded. It was a reminder to get ready to head to the Kuangying Temple.
On the fourth Sunday of every month at 4:30, the Linyuan Health Building Association held
a health walk. Led by association volunteers, community members set out from the square in
front of Kuangying Temple and then passed by the Donglin Academy, Kuangying Street, Linchia
Road, and Wanggong Road before returning to the temple. The 3-kilometer route is not difﬁcult,
but if you push yourself you still can break a sweat. People chat while they are walking, with time
passing by quickly. Exercise and reconnecting with friends means that you can kill two birds with
one stone.
“There aren't many cars on these small country roads, the air is good, and there isn't much
noise. Whenever you pass by an irrigation channel you can see some small fish, tadpoles, and
frogs. They're so cute. When the season arrives to transplant rice seedlings, farmers carefully
watch over the tiny plants. It doesn't take long before the paddy ﬁelds are covered in green. Wind
causes the ﬁeld to undulate as if it were a big ﬂuffy carpet, leaving people feeling carefree and
relaxed,”Wu said. Recounting the health walks, Wu sounded like a poet.
The Linyuan Health Building Association is a non-proﬁt organization with a goal of making
people healthier by changing their beliefs, in turn building a healthy modern community. It has
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carried out many community health building projects, earning considerate praise along the way.
The association conducted an investigation and found that Linyuan residents consumed too many
calories and tended to not have a balanced diet. Many lacked health knowledge and diseases of
civilization and chronic diseases were on the rise. To achieve its goal of making health activities
fit people's lifestyles more closely, in recent years the association has been heavily promoting
nutrition and exercise. Besides health walks, at Qingshuiyan it conducted garbage pick up
activities that let people simultaneously exercise and
improve the environment. Professional instructors held
aerobics and yoga sessions for more than three years,
with dozens of people joining and body sculpting classes
proving especially popular. Analysis conducted before
and after the students joined revealed excellent results,
with 62.5 percent of participants losing weight and 82.5
A garbage clean
percent decreasing their waist size.
up activity at
Qingshuiyan
To promote nutrition, the association held a series
provided another
opportunity to
of health talks that gathered junior high and elementary
exercise.
school students along with community members. These talks let healthy eating
attitudes and ideas spread in the community, raising the value communities placed on
healthy lifestyles. Meanwhile, the association helped numerous restaurants, including the cafeteria
in Chien-Yu Hospital, put healthy meals on their menu. In particular, a nutritionist helped a local
vegetarian restaurant develop colorful and tasty nutritious meals that have been a big hit among
diners. To further spread its ideas over three years the association conducted close to 300 training
sessions for scouts who then brought messages about toning a healthy body and eating right to
community members. Each scout was able to cook using small amounts of salt and oil and shared
the benefits of these techniques with friends and family, encouraging others to develop healthy
eating habits.
The number of Linyuan District residents who joined health activities was on the rise, driven
in part by the association shifting from a low-key strategy of spreading health messages to a more
direct one of volunteer scouts encouraging people to eat right and exercise. Also the number of
restaurants that accepted these ideas was trending upward. In 2010, the association produced a
new health map of Linyuan that showed important locations for hiking, Wai Tan Kung, Tai Chi
Chuan, and Yuan Chih dance, along with contact numbers for organizers. The map also included
basic information of health food shops, so people could use it to pick places suited to exercise and
nutrition. Good printing, abundant information, and a convenient size made the maps a hit, with
most of them snatched up soon after release.
Association director Wang Jhih-Hua said:“People today eat a lot and don't exercise much, plus
the pace of life is quick. This leads to many diseases of civilization that are no longer reserved for
the elderly. We hope that people in the community can respond to association activities by eating
lighter and exercising more. They also need to maintain these habits because health is reserved for
people who persevere.”
It looks like the healthy life for Linyuan residents is about to begin.
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Healthy Living
Is One's Own
Responsibility

Kaohsiung Zuoying Armed Forces General Hospital Civilian Administration Office

S

evere sciatic nerve pain caused great distress to Yan-ling, a woman approaching 70 whose
anguish led her to the brink of depression. She found relief when a neighbor introduced her to
a community aerobics class. Within just 6 months, her pain dropped considerably and her weight
reached a healthier level. Yan-ling's husband was delighted, crediting the classes with saving his
wife.
The aerobics classes are just one of many health promotion measures launched by Zuoying
Armed Forces General Hospital and local community members. In recent years, the hospital has
taken on many core community health projects planned by the Kaohsiung government. It has
established community physical fitness inspection stations, conducted aerobics and weight-loss
classes, produced walking maps, and assisted local restaurants in offering meals. Each of its efforts
has been met with a positive response, and preventative medicine director Chen Chien-chou gave a
reason:
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“It's because we let people know that they can only rely on themselves for health.”
Zuoying Armed Forces General Hospital is close to Kaohsiung's Nanzih District, an important
industrial area. There are many workers here who tend to eat out a lot, plus there are a lot of
seniors aged 65 or above. Poor nutrition and lack of exercise are common problems, in part
because of challenges in ﬁnding effective ways to encourage residents to participate in community
health building exercises. Considering these problems, Chen decided that a bottom to top approach
was needed, but such a method can lack scientiﬁc approaches and objective information, leading
to problems. A top to bottom approach, on the other hand, would be scientiﬁc and objective, but
likely would not gain the support of average residents. For these reasons, organizers decided to
combine the two approaches, focusing on nutrition and exercise.
For nutrition, the hospital held classes to teach about calories, the“three highs”(high blood
pressure, high blood lipids, and high blood sugar), techniques for buying healthy foods, and
cooking methods. Attendance was taken at each class, and nutritionists wrote individual advice
for the students, changing misconceptions people had about food. The hospital helped two schools
and two agencies provide healthier meals that were high in ﬁber and low in fat, and also conducted
numerous lectures.
For exercise, the hospital organized a walking group that met at the national sports park, and
in communities it held exercise classes for seniors along with yoga and aerobics classes, with
attendance recorded at each session. For hardworking participants suitable prizes were handed out,
including pedometers, exercise bands, fanny packs, and water bottles.
Traditional areas to promote health include sporadic activities and propaganda that may teach
people something new, but usually are not effective ways to change habits. To solve this problem,
Chen and other organizers held numerous group activities, raising participation and providing a
chance to check records people kept of their nutrition and exercise habits. Organizers also used
health checkups to determine beneﬁts of the programs. When participants learned the results of
their health checkups and saw how their waist size, blood pressure, blood-sugar, and cholesterol
levels had all dropped, their interest in continuing the program increased, with some even deciding
to become volunteers. In Nanzih the hospital has already trained 63 volunteers to help with
nutrition classes, 33 volunteers to help with walking
activities, and 35 for aerobics and yoga classes. Further
This woman
expansion
can be achieved if each participant invites
became thinner
after a few months
just one or two friends to join.
of exercise.
When people are sick, they can get a shot or take
medicine, but making themselves healthy is their
own responsibility. Chen said:“We hope to promote
health self-management in communities, letting people
understand that they are the ones who control their own
health. Only by adjusting their lifestyle habits can they
improve their health.”
By bringing many individuals together, Dr.
Chen's hard work is slowly turning into a movement.
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One Person
Achieves Great
Change

The invention of
red bean zongzi
created new
opportunity in
Wandan's health
industry.

Pingtung's Wandan Township Health Center

O

n the day before Dragon Boat Festival, a group of female community volunteers were busy
frying rice, combining stuffings, and wrapping everything into zongzi. They worked all
morning long. The glutinous rice treats were wrapped in shell ginger leaves, with a stufﬁng of red
bean, king oyster mushroom, and carrot. They were only complete after being cooked in a wooden
stove for two hours. Red bean zongzi are not common, but their texture and low calories make
for a wonderful treat. On Dragon Boat Festival Eve alone, vendors can sell about 1,000 zongzi,
making them one of Wandan Township's most famed dishes.
Moreover, there is a wonderful story behind the invention of red bean zongzi that is closely
connected to the Wandan Township Public Health Center's work to build healthy communities.
Wandan is often referred to as“Little Kaohsiung,”and though it is just a five-minute drive
from the city, the economic status and education of its residents lag behind. Promoting health
policies in Wandan is not easy. The township is aging quickly, leading to many chronic disease
sufferers. In response, the Department of Health decided to push policies in the township that call
for healthy eating and more activity. These included walking and cycling events to instill exercise
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habits in the people, and talks along with a healthy kitchen club to provide accurate nutritional
information. To let the community conduct these events on its own and better meet residents'
needs, the department trained a group of volunteers. They serve as advocates
of the department's policies, acting
as seeds for promoting community
health.
One of these volunteers is the
creator of red bean zongzi. Lin Lihua was taking part in a Department
of Health training session when
the instructor talked about ways to
promote the health industry. She
suddenly though about the roundness
and plumpness of Wandan's red
beans, and how rich they are after
There was an
being cooked. They are the area's
enthusiastic
best known agricultural product.
response to
a community
She wondered if there was any way
walking activity.
she could put red beans into a healthy dish and change people's stereotype
of only using red bean in desserts. Such an achievement would boost Wandan's
health industry.
One day Lin Li-hua was speaking about her idea to one of the organizers of the community
health building project, health center medical examiner Lee Ming-yuan. Lee loved the idea. They
discussed it and decided to replace the peanuts that are normally put into zongzi with red beans,
and to use high-ﬁber foods like king oyster mushrooms, shiitakes, and carrots as ﬁlling. No meat
or salted eggs would be used. A nutritionist at the local health department suggested they limit the
calories of each zongzi to about 280, much less than the average 500-calorie meat zongzi. Lin's
children also thought up an interesting name for the dish: red bean prosperity zongzi. Their hope
was that others could eat zongzi made by their mother and be as fortunate and healthy as them.
The refreshing texture of red bean zongzi made the dish an immediate hit, and it even won ﬁrst
prize at a creative contest that was part of Wandan's red bean arts festival. Also, it is not just locals
who love the dish. Health ofﬁcials who visit the township try it and praise the taste and nutritional
value. When they return home they tell family and friends, gradually spreading the zongzi's fame.
Outside orders have been piling up, giving a boost to the local red bean industry.
During the 2010 Dragon Boat Festival, the group of female community volunteers wrapped
close to 1,000 of the red bean zongzi to give to seniors living alone and disadvantaged families.
Recipients were touched by the gesture. The red bean zongzi not only make people healthier but
also raise the community's revenues. Their success is an excellent example of one small person
being able to generate big change.
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A Lighthouse Watching
Over Villagers' Health
S

Buddhist Tzu Chi General Hospital Guanshan Branch

eated among a wide range of lush fields in the East Rift Valley is Guanshan Township, and
standing over the town is the Guanshan Branch of Tzu Chi General Hospital. It is like a medical
lighthouse safeguarding the town.
Tzu Chi General Hospital has been doing community health building work for years. From its
ﬁrst project of helping to organize community care centers to today's nutrition and exercise activities
that encourage complete community participation, the hospital has made great progress. The person
responsible for organizing these activities, Yang Bo-Hsun, said:“These villagers are primarily
farmers and feel that farming is the same as exercise, but this is wrong. Also many of them smoke,
drink, or chew betel nut. To promote comprehensive health here you have to work hard and be
diligent.”
The most effective way of changing habits among members of a community is for residents to
undertake the work themselves. In that spirit, the hospital constantly tried to persuade local leaders to
join health promotion work, and these leaders' actions are proof of the excellent response it received.
For example, village chief Huang Ruei-Hua openly committed to lifestyle changes, such as eating
five servings of fruits and vegetables a day and doing regular exercise. In Degao Neighborhood,
meanwhile, neighborhood chief Dai Yun-Lian gave convincing talks about making health
improvements by quitting smoking and exercising. Not to be outdone, health center director Li TzaiHsing walked 10,000 steps every week during health walks and led a popular walking group that
encouraged people to move their bodies. These successes persuaded the hospital to go even further
to promote health, turning its attention to cycling. First it invited the owner of a local bicycle shop
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to lead a cycling group and created a health map detailing routes suitable for walking and cycling.
Then, working with the Taitung Narrator Association, it planned village-wide cycling routes that
took people to each of the major landmarks in town. These culturally rich journeys let people see
the rice-farming village of Dajhen and the local Matsu Temple while highlighting Guanshan's old
railway history, delighting locals and tourists alike.
The hospital understood, however,
that simply relying on exercise was not
enough. It held community health talks
and nutrition discussions, plus volunteers
contributed by sharing healthy recipes
with community households and holding
classes for mothers on proper eating
habits. It was a full slate, but since
there was no one assigned to it full time
and no nutrition expert, at one point
The hospital
the classes came to a halt. Then, a
held nutrition
discussions to
turning point came two years ago when
facilitate dietary
changes.
nutritionist Yang Chong-wei arrived at
the hospital. Yang said:
“Guanshan is a beautiful mountain town. All year long there are countless delicious
dishes you can enjoy, the envy of anyone living outside the area, plus it's a great place to visit.
The only problem is residents do not know enough about nutrition, which is causing a yearly
increase in chronic disease sufferers. That's why we decided to integrate healthy meals into the
local culinary culture. My greatest hope is to make sure everyone can eat Hakka food that's rich in
antioxidant nutrients.”
When building a healthy eating environment, getting restaurants to change their practices is
as important as changing individual habits. At ﬁrst some restaurants in Guanshan were weary of
changing their menus, worried that healthy group meals would affect business. After discussions
with hospital nutritionists, however, including guidance on how to implement the changes, many
of the restaurants ﬁnally agreed to try the proposals. The restaurant that did the most to introduce
healthy options was Hongchang Hakka. Following a great deal of experimentation it even managed
to incorporate more local agricultural products onto its health menu, an especially popular change
that improved business.
Guanshan was recognized as a being a healthy community in 2010, representing the progress
it made on the health front. Thinking back to the road Guanshan took to reach this point, organizer
Yang Bo-Hsun said gratitude is especially due to village chief Huang Ruei-Hua, the passionate
group of community volunteers, and the health center workers who joined the effort. Yang
especially wanted to point out that the purpose of the hospital's health projects was not to obtain
recognition but rather to improve people's lifestyle habits. He continues to call on all Guanshan
residents to keep walking 10,000 steps every day and to get their five servings of fruits and
vegetables, reminding them that health is a vital ingredient for sustaining one's livelihood and
leading a colorful life.
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The 1,000-YearOld Percussion
Group brought
health and
happiness.

Hand-in-Hand,
Walking the Path to
Health

Yilan's Jhuangwei Health Center

1

00 Percent Happiness Countywide Health Walk series began in Yilan on January 8, 2011.
Residents representing Jhuangwei Township, the first leg of the walk, gathered early in the
morning in Shunhe Neighborhood to get ready for the relay event. They performed Quit Smoking
Aerobic Slimnastics and held a ceremony that involved beating food and appetite demons. Then,
led by the Jhuangwei residents, walkers began on the route. Energy levels and excitement were
high, so people began to yell out slogans announcing their goals for the year, such as“Walking
every day is the healthy way”and“Because we eat fruit, vegetables and grains, so our bodies are
as nimble as a chain.”
A large part of the reason Jhuangwei residents showed so much love for health walking was
the extensive effort the health center put into promoting exercise. Health center nurse Lin Shu-hua
said:
“Jhuangwei is a traditional, closed, and simple village. People stay at home and you don't often
see them out in the streets talking. Day by day, the village's life is slowly dripping away. We are
working hard toward our goal of bringing the community closer together by using service ideas
that focus on locals and the local culture. We want to expand community participation and ﬁnd
ways for people to not only live to an old age but also live well.”
Jhuangwei has a high proportion of seniors, so the health center wanted to focus on
encouraging proper nutrition and exercise habits. To achieve these changes, however, only relying
on the health center's resources would not be enough. Lin and her colleagues therefore decided to
build a complete health network comprising city hall, the farmers' association, the Northeast Coast
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Scenic Area, restaurants, and community members. By focusing on exercise and improving eating
habits, the goal was to put everybody on the same road to good health.
To achieve this, the health center organized large-scale exercise events, like the Big Hand,
Little Hand -- Grandparent and Grandchild Walk for Health, and permanent infrastructure, like
two carefully planned community walking paths that attracted 40 to 50 people every morning and
evening. Groups and classes were involved in
activities
like 18-motion Qigong, Yuanji dance, rhythm
dance, and Wai Tan Kung, plus volunteers were
taught to give regular guidance on stretching.
Biking was also a big part of the health center's
plans. By combining seaside bike paths with
the county government's cycling routes, the
center formed a looping bicycle network.
This enjoyable, wide open route was used to
promote the Taiwan Bike & Travel Exercise
movement. Every weekend there were always
close to 100 cyclists exercising on the paths,
strengthening their bodies while relaxing their
Seniors tried a
healthy meal
minds with amazing views of Turtle Island and the sea.
with fruits and
vegetables.
Apart from exercise, to be effective the health center knew it had to promote
nutrition. Healthy diet demonstrations, senior health cookbooks, and taste tasting
were part of its repertoire, as were posters strategically placed in restaurant to remind
people to eat five servings of fruits and vegetables per day and lower their calories. In model
restaurants the health center advocated environmental protection and health as part of its threevegetable, two-fruit organic program, and combined with the farmers' association greenhouse fruit
and vegetable grab bags it encouraged restaurants to use local produce to give their customers
healthy, safe food. The center also relied on games, such as a fruit and vegetable drawing contest
and a quiz game. Through activities like these it was able to understand if people's health behavior
had changed, which was valuable information to rely on when formulating future strategies.
From walking to nutrition, the health center was effective, but nothing made it prouder than its
1,000-Year-Old Percussion Group. To encourage seniors in the community to get out of the house,
the center bought instruments, found an instructor, and recruited more than 50 seniors who had a
combined age of over 3,000 to serve as musicians. At ﬁrst some of the seniors would ﬁght over the
instruments and argue, even needing mediators to intervene, and a few were indignant about being
asked to exercise to the music. They would say:“don't play me for a fool.”But after a few months
matters improved. They were still slow of hand and out of rhythm, but they gained confidence
and found a stage to perform, improvements that carried over to their everyday life. Through a
performance activity they found a reason to leave the house and get out into the community. Isn't
this the ﬁnal goal of health promotion?
Jhuangwei Health Center's vision for community health promotion is to provide a variety of
care services that satisfy resident needs. By reaching this goals, the township will always be ﬁrst
on the road to health. For Lin Shu-hua and other people at the health center, seeing smiles on
seniors' faces that are brighter than the sun is more than enough return for all the hard work they
gave.
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Residents
supported the
movement to
make Hougang
Park smoke free.

Smoke-Free
Communities Create a
Fresh Environment
New Taipei City's Continuing Education Development Association

O

n a splendid spring day in April, the Xinzhuang Wetland Service Team of New Taipei
City's Continuing Education Development Association (or Xinzhuang Community College)
headed to the Wenzaidi Wetland Ecological Park on one of its monthly wetland ecological tours.
Originally this area was nothing more than a small pond, but once the wetland service team began
introducing various marine plants, such as kusano willow, bog bulrush, soft rush, water guava, and
Chinese creeper, the park gradually turned into a lush wetland for preserving native species. As the
ecology improved, more common moorhens, night herons, gray herons, and little egrets arrived.
Apart from being Xinzhuang's only valuable wetland park, it is the third protected park in
Taiwan to ban smoking. One of the people responsible for establishing this smoke-free park was
Chang Ji-yuan of the Continuing Education Development Association. He said:
“As modern civilization develops, it's not just smoke that is damaging the environment.
Various industrial emission sources are seriously hurting our environment and affecting the variety
of plant and animal life. These are the reasons why we decided to create a smoke-free environment
in Wenzaidi Wetland Ecological Park. This shows that we oppose smoking hazards and that we
feel ecological education is important.”
Ever since the association took over the Xinzhuang Community Health Building Center,
it has been considering how to move from a prevention philosophy to one that also promotes
health. It assigned a director to be responsible for work at the center and began to cooperate
with community medical units, taking positive, educational and prevention approaches to health
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building. One of its main focuses was on
smoking hazards prevention, which it started by
training volunteers who then went on to promote
a smoke-free environment. To change consumer
opinions toward tobacco it held lectures at
local elementary schools and Fu Jen Catholic
The association
University and produced bookmarks and other
visited schools
creative items. From a supply standpoint it
in the community
to discuss the
provided guidance to vendors.
dangers of
smoking.
Another important direction for preventing smoking hazards is to reduce the
number of places where people can smoke. The association worked to build smoke-free
workplace environments, made Wenzaidi Wetland Ecological Park smoke-free, and has set its
sights on Hougang Park. Hougang is a classic park in lower Xinzhuang and a popular gathering
point for nearby residents to walk and relax, making the association's decision to target this area
symbolic and meaningful. At ﬁrst the move met resistance from local residents who argued that
ever since the Tobacco Hazards Prevention Act was amended, they could not smoke in indoor
public places. They said this was inconvenient and wondered where they would end up being
forced to go if they could not even smoke in parks. The association discussed this with the New
Taipei City Public Health Department and local neighborhood chiefs, deciding to change its goal
to making just half of the park smoke free by prohibiting smokers from lighting up in play areas
for children. After regularly communicating the new rule to local residents, the association's goal
was achieved in 2010.
Meanwhile association members visited elementary schools in the Xinzhuang area to speak
about the dangers of using tobacco. Initially, the association focused its anti-smoking efforts on
junior high schools because the smoking populations there were higher. Because the association
did not have a professional smoking cessation instructor, however, its impact was limited. By
changing to elementary schools, where students have not yet developed a smoking habit, the
association planned to instill knowledge about the dangers of smoking in children at a young age,
helping them to reject or quit cigarettes when they become older. In just the past year 500 to 600
students were exposed to these anti-tobacco messages, showing that the effects were substantial.
This year the association has many more creative ideas for smoking hazards prevention.
In conjunction with community activities it is holding talks on smoke-free living, plus it asked
for literary and artistic submissions related to the theme of“smoke-free -- clean air -- healthy
activities”and it developed a picture book called Smoking Stories. Also guided tours at the
Wenzaidi Wetland Ecological Park are booked several months in advance owing to a great job
done by the volunteer guides. During one of these guided tours in April a community member
who had just found out about the park's smoke-free rules said:“When I come to this smoke-free
environment, I ﬁnd that it's about more than just the air being fresh. The annoying, black noxious
smoke that you see in so many other places seems to have just been swept away.”
The hard work by New Taipei City's Continuing Education Development Association seems to
have ﬁnally paid off.
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Lakeside Tea
Retreat, Smoke-Free
Wonderland

Hsinchu's Emei Health Center

O

n an overcast, rainy spring day in May 2010, a sign-unveiling ceremony was held to ofﬁcially
mark the Shierliao Mountain Trail as smoke free. The trail, near Emei Lake in Hsinchu's
Emei Township Huguang Village, combines mountains and water to serve as a popular weekend
tourist destination. It is also the ﬁrst choice of many villagers who want to venture out into nature.
Unfortunately in the past, some of these visitors smoked, sending out plumes of pollution that
ruined that natural forest air. That changed, however, when the Emei Health Center, supported by
local leaders and community members, decided to make Shierliao Emei's first smoke-free trail.
Now visitors can enjoy the natural environment without the bothersome smell of smoke, adding to
a new lifestyle view that rejects and bans cigarettes.
The Emei Health Center has been promoting smoke-free communities for some time. It
regularly holds smoking cessation classes, spreads information on the hazards of smoking, helps
youths to quit, and trains volunteers who contribute to anti-tobacco programs. At special events,
such as the Tung Blossom Festival, it gathers more exposure for programs to help people quit
smoking and movements to prohibit it. Also, based on what it is like to quit, the center developed
the“Quit Smoking Dance.”Through simple, easy-to-remember movements like deep breaths,
relaxation, and snapping cigarettes, the dance improves the community atmosphere for quitting.
Meanwhile the decision to make the Shierliao Mountain Trail smoke free is part of a new approach
the center is taking to promote a smoke-free community. At first the center was not sure how
people would react to the change, but soon it became clear that many strongly supported the move.
They praise the trail, calling it a great place to be because there is coverage from the sun, pomelo
trees, and the pervasive scent of trees, without any smoke contamination.
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Creating smoke-free environments, however, is not as easy as it seems, especially in natural
environments or large outdoor areas. The most common complaint from smokers is:“It's one
thing to not let people smoke indoors, but isn't it going to far to extend the ban to outdoors?”
Nevertheless, it is a worthwhile goal if it can mean not letting secondhand smoke continue to
pollute the natural environment. After the center succeeded in making the Shierliao Mountain Path
smoke free, it became more conﬁdent that in the end, its hard work would gain the support of more
people.
Then an opportunity arrived that made this vision seem even more likely. At the beginning
of this year, the manager of Beautiful Nature Loving Wonderland Park, a man surnamed Tan,
visited the health center to express problems his organization experienced banning smoking in
its facilities. The park, which is located beside Emei Lake and home to the World Maitreya Great
Tao Organization, is a famed religious shrine and a popular cultural tourism spot. It tried putting
up signs prohibiting smoking on its grounds, but some tourists ignored them and continued
pufﬁng away. The park's position was that it did not want to trouble visitors by banning
smoking, but the tranquil Buddhist grounds were being sullied by the smell of smoke,
The health
affecting people who were there to practice their religion. It was a tough choice that
center frequently
visited schools to
worried management greatly -- if the park enforced the
explain smoking
hazards.
smoking ban, would it affect the tourism and culture
industry, hurting the livelihood of the park's neighbors?
Much time passed with the park unable to settle on a
meaningful policy.
In March, the health center invited the township
head, the township head secretary, village chiefs,
and section chiefs at the county health bureau to
a meeting with Tan, so he could let government
agencies understand the park's desire for a smoke-free
environment and the problems it was having executing the plan. After numerous discussions,
the Emei Township head agreed to help the park establish a smoke-free environment model
community. This was a major relief to Tan. During discussions with officials at the meeting
a consensus was gradually reached to combine Emei's famed Oriental Beauty Tea, the park's
Maitreya statue (the largest bronze Maitreya statue in Southeast Asia), the Simaopu Bridge, and
the Shierliao Scenic Area into a“Smoke-Free Wonderland, Lakeside Tea Retreat.”This turned
park into a“Smoke-Free Peninsula,”integrating local industrial needs with the creation of the
smoke-free environment. The plan adhered to local characteristics and created an atmosphere of
health. Today, more related plans are taking shape and will soon be implemented.
To build its smoke-free community, the health center still has many goals it wants to
accomplish. To make sure it has help along the way, it will continue training volunteers on the
dangers of smoking and providing assistance. Activities to promote smoke-free hiking trails,
stores, and restaurants are all ahead for the center as it works to create a special, smoke-free
community. It hopes that in the near future, all of Emei can become a smoke-free wonderland,
forming Taiwan's cleanest and freshest smoke-free model community.
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Workers made
unannounced visits
to community stores
to conduct tobacco
inspections.

Smoke-Free Equals
Refined and Healthy

Miaoli City Health Center

H

e looked grown up. I thought he was 18, so I sold it to him.”
“He's the neighbor's kid. I ﬁgured
he was buying them for his dad.”
“I asked and he lied to me. He said he was 18. I told him to
let me see his ID, but he said he forgot it.”Whenever ofﬁcials from the Miaoli City Health Center
ask store workers why they sold tobacco products to minors, the vendors become defensive and
argue about why it is not their fault.
“In 2009 Miaoli uncovered six cases of stores selling tobacco products to minors, and the rate
of minors not being refused was about 40 percent. This shows that stores are not doing enough
to prevent these products from getting into the hands of minors. Therefore, our biggest hopes are
to strengthen enforcement to stop the sale of tobacco to people 18 and under and to conduct an
advertising campaign to build a tobacco-free environment for minors,”said Chu Huei-ling, head
nurse for the Miaoli City Health Center.
The health center knew one of the main reasons smoking rates among junior high and high
school students were too high was because of how easy it was to acquire cigarettes, so it decided
to focus its 2010 tobacco control efforts on vendors. Its goal was to persuade vendors to safeguard
minors' health by conﬁrming the age of customers before selling tobacco to them. The center invited
the John Tung Foundation to help by teaching vendors techniques to refuse tobacco sales and
strengthening their understanding of the Tobacco Hazards Prevention Act. During Tung Blossom
Festival it held a special event that included the signing of a lifestyle agreement for making Miaoli
City a smoke-free community and a plaque awarding ceremony for vendors who refused to sell
tobacco to minors. Together, these events revealed a three-pronged attack for the health center's
efforts to prevent tobacco sales to minors: awards, guidance, and inspections.
Nevertheless, it is not easy to convince chain stores, betel nut stands, and traditional grocery
stores to refuse the sale of tobacco to minors. It involves getting them to balance their duty to society
with their goal of earning high proﬁts, all while they are trying to adhere to the law and avoid ﬁnes.
Making it even harder is that many of the workers in these stores are students who know that it is
illegal to sell tobacco to minors, but they get careless once and break the law. Health units may not
want to see those wages the students need for tuition disappear because of a ﬁne, but they still must
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follow the law and write a citation. Other
problems for health authorities include
chain stores that say they support the
policy but sell to minors on the sly, and
traditional stores and betel nut stands
that entirely oppose the regulations.“At
this moment, communication techniques
Nurses spread
and interpersonal relations become very
anti-tobacco
messages in
important,”said head nurse Chu.
schools.
Chu was determined to curb smoking
among minors, and luckily an opportunity
arrived. When a chain store held a metabolic syndrome community health station
activity, health center workers visited and asked if they could hand out quit smoking pamphlets in
front of the store while the activity was taking place. At ﬁrst the store manager was worried about
the idea, feeling that there was a contradiction in handing out anti-tobacco pamphlets while selling
cigarettes. Continued encouragement from the health center workers and society members ﬁnally led
the manager to become overwhelmed by a sense of responsibility to protect people's health, so an
agreement was reached.
This experience made the health center more confident that it could combine community and
private resources to raise awareness of the importance of not selling tobacco products to minors. It
continued anti-tobacco efforts by sending volunteer tobacco inspection teams on unannounced visits
to community stores for investigation purposes. On these visits the volunteers also offered guidance.
They used a questionnaire provided by the John Tung Foundation that asked vendors the question
“Am I breaking the law?”, trained store clerks on techniques they can use to refuse tobacco sales
to minors, and conducted a petition giving vendors the chance to afﬁrm their devotion to the cause,
with 38 store managers signing. Volunteers also spread a motto on how smoke free is in good taste
and good health while strengthening anti-smoking messages at eight elementary schools, four
junior highs, three high schools and vocational schools, and one college. These messages included
integrating tobacco hazards prevention into the school curriculums. Quiz games with prizes and
smoke-free examinations for elementary school students in the fourth to the sixth grade strengthened
efforts to incorporate smoke-free ideas in youths. These students then became effective messengers
for encouraging family members to quit. Already the health center has recruited more than 500
smoke-free households and the numbers keep rising.
The Miaoli City Health Center's efforts to promote a smoke-free community do not stop there.
Taking advantage of tung blossom season workers built a smoke-free tung blossom path and named
Wenchang Temple a smoke-free landmark. Using local media campaigns on tobacco hazards they
provided valuable information on the dangers of smoking on electric message boards at community
pedestrian bridges. In addition, through smoking cessation clinics in the administrative area they
provided valuable assistance on quitting smoking and consultation channels on smoking hazards to
increase the desire for people to quit and to reject tobacco. Their message was so effective that they
even managed to get local organizations to adopt local parks to maintain a smoke-free environment.
These various efforts took people down a meandering path that led somewhere they were not
expecting -- a way to quit smoking. Smoking rates among youths began to decline and the number of
stores refusing to sell tobacco products to minors climbed. In the end, everything turned out well.
Most places allow the smoke and ash of cigarettes to pollute the air, but not Miaoli City. People
who live here know that the city is fresh, clean, and conducive to living.
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Shi Jhu-bo
(left) is a living
advertisement for
the health center's
smoking cessation
efforts.

Smoke-Free and
at Ease in a Clean
Community

H

Tainan Lungchi Health Center

usin Mountain in Tainan's Lungchi District is famous because it is shaped like a ﬁerce tiger
perched up high. Ever since the Qing dynasty it had laid idle until recent years, when a group
of locals built a 5-hectare forest park that includes natural scenery, hiking paths, and recreational
features. Husin Mountain Park has become a favorite weekend relaxation area for residents of
Lungchi District.
Regular visitors to the park, however, noticed a major change a couple years ago -- at the
entrance there is a new sign to tell people that smoking and chewing betel nut are prohibited. When
this rule was implemented smokers were particularly upset. They felt that it was already hard
enough to have to give up smoking indoors and wondered how their right to inhale in an outdoor
environment had been taken away. Many complained, but the Lungchi District chief and the local
health center continued to give their support, while volunteer guides explained the policy and
encouraged people to get rid of their cigarettes before entering or at least put them out while in the
park. Despite there not being any legal basis for the law, the hard work of community members
led to a high compliance rate and much support among park visitors. Besides the park, Lungchi
District erected no smoking signs at Neopu Mudstone Area and Lungchi Recreational Square.
To assist with compliance, it placed rubbish bins at entrances for people to dispose of cigarettes
and betel nuts. The effects were excellent and the overall environment and cleanliness of the
sightseeing areas improved remarkably.
For years the Lungchi Health Center has promoted smoke-free communities and worked to
build a support environment for smoke-free living. The head nurse at the center, Chang Bi-lian,
spoke about why the group initially decided to encourage people to quit smoking:
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“For years cancer was always the most serious health problem in Lungchi. We did an
investigation and found that the smoking rate here was 36 percent. Because quitting smoking is a
vital part of cancer prevention and treatment, with strong support from overseeing units and upper
management, we decided to start a smoking cessation class.”
Early on smokers were weary, but the ﬁrst class ﬁnally began on Sept. 10, 2002, after health
center workers used threats (pressuring friends and family), enticements (gifts), and relentless
pressuring to recruit more than 10 participants. The three-month long course covered smoking
hazards knowledge, methods for quitting, and ways to take action. Topics included how to deal
with withdrawal symptoms, smoking substitutes, questions on quitting, anxiety release methods,
the relationship between quitting and diet, and the meaning of willpower. A clear reward and
punishment system was used, plus participants shared their experiences and encouraged one
another. The result was a 60 percent success rate for quitting, far exceeding the health center's
expectations.
Shi Jhu-bo was one of the participants to join the ﬁrst class and was also the one most admired
by the health center workers. Shi had smoked for 60 years and averaged four packs a day. To
say that he was a severe addict would be understatement. For years he talked about quitting but
never made a serious attempt. When he
told family members he was joining a
smoking cessation class, there was much
pessimism. Even Shi's wife said it was
a hopeless cause, figuring that his time
spent smoke-free would be very shortlived.
S h i , h o w e v e r, k n e w t h a t h i s
commitment was for real. At over
A sign at the
70 years old, he built up the
entrance of
Husin Mountain
motivation to quit when a small
Park advising
that smoking is
child he loved said:“Grandpa
prohibited.
smells bad, I don't want to hug
him.” Using this love and his own
willpower, he started by cutting down the number of cigarettes he smoked and eventually gave
them up altogether. It took just three months for him to stop, and he has not had another smoke in
the eight or nine years since. Now, whenever conﬁdence is wavering in a smoking cessation class,
Chang Bi-lian just needs to remind everyone“Shi Jhu-bo smoked for 60 years and was able to quit,
so of course you can do it.”It may sound strange, but whenever Chang said this, the class seemed
to reach a new level of courage, as if there was no challenges they could not overcome. Shi is 80
now and has turned into the health center's top spokesman for its smoking cessation classes.
For almost a decade the Lungchi Health Center has been helping smokers overcome their
addiction, aiding countless people along the way. Its efforts to create a smoke-free community have
also met with much success. In the future, the health center will continue working with private
organizations to carry out its smoking hazards prevention work. Its hope is that residents' love
for their community and home will encourage them to work with the center to build a smoke-free
environment. That way everyone can be at ease and enjoy a clean, healthy lifestyle.

